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Chairmans Chat 
Not much from me this month as I will have been 
away on the canals for two weeks when you read 
this. 
It appears that the motorsport events run by Clithe-
roe & District MC at the Myerscough College Open 
Day went very well but it's disappointing to hear that 
other clubs didn't take the opportunity to have stand 
to promote their club and attract new members. 
Gemini Radio Communications had a stand and the 
visitors could listen to live radio operations during a 
stage rally at Weeton and during the 51st Manches-
ter to Blackpool Classic Car Run that I was out mar-
shalling on. 

Best regards,  

Les Fragle,  

Chairman & Secretary,  

SD(34) Motor Sport Group 

Lookers Citroen  
in Preston  

Supporting SD34MSG and  
motor sport in the North West. 

If there’s anything we can do for you simply give us a 
call on 01772 768222 and ask for Matt or Steve and 
don’t forget to mention that you’ve seen us in the 
SD34 magazine for a further discount against your 
next van or car. 

Matt Kiziuk 



Accrington MSC 
Contact   : David Barratt 
Email    : david.pbarratt@tiscali.co.uk 
Tel.    : 01254-384127 
Website  : www.accrington-msc.org 

 
 
 

Bolton-le-Moors MC 
Contact  : Peter Sharples 
Email  : p.sharples650@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 01772-626116 
Website : www.bolton-le-moorscarclub.co.uk 

 
 
 

Bury AC 
Contact  : Matthew Field 
Email  : matthew@buryautoclub.co.uk 
Tel  : 01772-465716 

 
 
 

CSMA (NW) 
Contact : Steve Johnson 
Email  : steve.johnson@csmaclub.org 
Tel.  : 01254-392663 
  : 07718 051 882  

 
 

Clitheroe & DMC 
Contact  : Terry Martin 
Email  : terrymartin01@aol.com 
Tel.  : 01254-249796 
  : 07816-184539 
Website : www.cdmconline.com 

 

Fylde MSC 
Contact : David Grady 
Email   : abandito@hotmail.com 
Tel.  : 07957-642855 
Website : www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk 

 
 
 

Garstang & Preston MC 
Contact : Margaret Duckworth 
Email  : margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 01772-700823 
Website : www.gpmc.co.uk 

 
 
 

High Moor MC 
Contact : Gary Heslop 
Email  : gary.heslop@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 0161-6430151 
  : 07973-816965  
Website : www.hmmc.co.uk 

  
 
 

Lancs & Cheshire CC 
Contact : David Bailey 
Email  : david364bailey@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 0161-2919065 
Website : www.lancashireandcheshirecarclub.co.uk 

 
 
 

Lightning MSC 
Contact : Andy Rhodes 
Email  : andy.rhodes@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 0800 781 2167  

 
 

Manx  AS 
Contact : Mark Quayle 
Email  : pdschris@aol.com 
Tel.  : 07973-830695 
Website : www.manxautosport.org  

 
 
 

Motorsport (NW) Ltd 
Contact : Mark Wilkinson 
Email  : secretary@nwstages.co.uk 
Tel.  : 07878-657580 
Website : www.nwstages.co.uk 
(Details of Member Clubs of Motorsport (NW) on pg 4) 
 
 
 

Mull CC 
Contact : Chris Woodcock 
Email  : pdschris@aol.com 
Tel.  : 07973-830695 
Website : www.mullcarclub.co.uk 
 
 
 

Pendle & DMC 
Contact : Ray Duckworth 
Email  : raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 01282-812551 
Website : www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk 
 
 
 

U17MC-NW 
Contact : Steve Johnson 
Email  : steve.johnson@csmaclub.org 
Tel.  : 07718 051 882 
Website :  

 
 

Stockport061MC 
Contact : Mark Wilkinson 
Email  : mark@stockport061.co.uk 
Tel.  : 07879-657580 
Website : www.stockport061.co.uk 
 
 
 

Wallasey MC 
Contact : Tony King 
Email  : tony_king@msn.com 
Tel.  : 07989-616546 
Website : www.wallaseymc.com 
 
 
 

Warrington & DMC 
Contact : George Jennings 
Email  : gajennings@sky.com  
Tel.  :  
Website : www.warringtondmc.org 
 
 

Wigan & DMC 
Contact :Tony Lynch 
Email  : rallycrosser790@aol.com 
Tel.  :  
Website : www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk  
 
 

2300 Club 
Contact : Neil Molyneux 
Email  : 2300@fcs-uk.com 
Website : www.2300club.org 
 

SD34MSG  -  Member Clubs & contact details 

LIMITED 

tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882
http://www.nwstages.co.uk/
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882
mailto:gajennings@sky.com


WANTED     YOUR Clubs:- 
News, Views, Reviews, Club Profiles, Events,  

Birthdays,  Anniversaries. Club Nights  
Send to  :  Maurice Ellison 

sd34news@gmail.com   07788-723721 

Comprising the following Clubs 

 
 

 Blackpool South Shore Motor Club 
 www.bssmc.com  
 

 Chester Motor Club 
 www.chestermotorclub.co.uk 
 

 Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club 
  www.eromc.co.uk 
 

 High Moor Motor Club 
  www.hmmc.co.uk  
 

 Fylde Motor Motor Sport Club 
 www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk 
 

 Lancashire & Cheshire Car Club 
 www.lancashireandcheshirecarclub.co.uk 

 

 Stockport 061 Motor Club 
 www.stockport061.co.uk 

 

 Warrington & District Motor Club 
 www.warringtondmc.org 

 

 Wallasey Motor Club 
 www.wallaseymc.com 

 

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk  
Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk  

The opinions expressed in this  
publication are those of the individual  

contributors, and not necessarily those of the 
editor or the committee of  the  SD 34 MSG 

 Contacts 

President : Alan Shaw 
 shawalan.555@btinternet.com  
 01282-602195 

 

Chairman    
Secretary    
League Compiler  

Individual Compiler  

 

Vice Chairman : Graham Bray 
   0161-7969079 
   graham.bray@btinternet.com  

 

Treasurer :  Eve Fisher 
                 eve.fisher@btinternet.com 
  0161-7666950 

 

Road Rally :  Matthew Field 
   roadrally@sd34msg.org.uk  
   01772 465716  

 

Stage Rally :  Chris Woodcock 
   pdschris@aol.com 
   01254-681350 

 

None Race/Rally :  David Barratt 
   david.pbarratt@tiscali.co.uk 
   01254-384127 

 

Marshals :  Ann McCormack 
                annmccormack13@yahoo.com 
   01928-710546 

 

Registrations : Margaret Duckworth 
                           margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com 
   01772-700823 

 

Website :         www.sd34msg.org 
   Steve Butler 
   steven.butler9@btinternet.com  
 
     

Newsletter :   Maurice Ellison 
   sd34news@gmail.com 
   07788-723721 
   01524-735488 

 

Radios  :  Bill Wilmer 
           Approved MSA Radio Co-ordinator 
   Gemini Communications 
   07973-830705 
   w.wilmer@btinternet.com 

Les Fragle 

les.fragle@gmail.com 

01995-672230 

ADVERTISING  
in the ‘SPOTLIGHT’ 

1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible) advert for  
a full 12 issues (1 year) costs just £50  

Sent to all 21 member clubs and then  

forwarded to club members + another 5000+ on 
the distribution list (21 X 100 + 5000 = 7000+ readers) 
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG 
Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison or Steve 
Johnson for more details 

 

Steve Johnson  
 07718 051 882  steve.johnson@csmaclub.org 

Les Fragle   
 01995-672230       les.fragle@gmail.com 

Maurice Ellison  

 07788-723721        sd34news@gmail.com 

 

http://www.bssmc.com/
http://www.chestermotorclub.co.uk/
http://www.eromc.co.uk/
http://www.hmmc.co.uk/
http://www.lancashireandcheshirecarclub.co.uk/
http://www.stockport061.co.uk/
http://www.warringtondmc.org/
http://www.wallaseymc.com/
http://www.nwstages.co.uk/
mailto:secretary@nwstages.co.uk
mailto:shawalan.555@btinternet.com
mailto:graham.bray@btinternet.com
mailto:roadrally@sd34msg.org.uk
mailto:annmccormack13@yahoo.com
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882


Garstang & Preston MC 

WARRINGTON & DMC 

WALLASEY MC 

Meet at  8-30pm  Every Tuesday  
Lonsdale Club,   

Fulwood Hall Ln,  
 Fulwood,  Preston  PR2 8BD 

The Club Meets at 8pm onwards 
Every Thursday at Rising Sun, Hazel Grove.  

The 4th Thurs of the month is an ‘Away’ event  

 

July Club Nights 

 

July 4, 2013 – On the Road 
8:30 pm, Club Night 

July 11, 2013 – Committee Meeting 
8:30 pm, Club Night 

July 18, 2013 – Table Top 
8:30 pm, Club Night 

July 25, 2013 – Noggin & Natter 
8:30 pm, Club Night 

Meet at the The Delph Tavern,  
Tontine, Orrell  WN5 8UJ  

every second & fourth Monday of the month  

Warrington & District Motor Club  
Meet Every Monday 

''The Antrobus Arms'' on the A559,  
8-30pm 

between Warrington & Northwich.  CW9 6JD.   

 Bolton-le-Moors MC 
The Club Meets at 9-00pm  

every Thursday @  Horwich RMI Club,  
Chorley New Rd,  Horwich.   

M/R109/6111   

Meet at The Victoria Hotel,  
Cleveleys  

On the first Thursday of the month  

Fylde MSC 

Meets at 8-30pm on the 2nd Thursday   
of each Month at the Roebuck Pub M41 6HD 

Lancashire & Cheshire Car Club 

The Club Meets at 9-00pm  
Every Monday   

Port Sunlight Village Social Club 
Bridge St, Port Sunlight     CH62 4UP 

2013 Calendar of L&CCC Events for 2013 
 
 

 
 
 

July   :  Treasure Hunt  (date tbc)  
 
 

8 August  :  Noggin n Natter 

 

30/1 Sept  :  Ty Croes Weekend Sprints      

      www.ty-croes.com  

 

12 Sept   :  Indoor Autotest (tbc) 

  

29 Sept   :  Chairman's Challenge Autotest 

   at Demon Tweeks, Wrexham 

 

10 Oct   :  Tranter's Teasers        
  Quiz games for a laugh! 

 

14 Nov   :  Ian Harwood Inter-Club Quiz 

 

12 Dec   :  AGM & Social 

Steve Price  
Tel: 07814 953346 

Gilnow Road,  
Bolton,  Lancs,    BL1 4LL 

Lookers Citroen  
in Preston  

Supporting SD34MSG and  
motor sport in the North West. 

If there’s anything we can do for you simply 
give us a call on 01772 768222 and ask for Matt 
or Steve and don’t forget to mention that 
you’ve seen us in the SD34 magazine for a fur-
ther discount against your next van or car. 

Matt Kiziuk 

JULY CLUBNIGHTS 
July 4  - Indoor Autotest - SP 
        11 - DVDs 
        18 - Playstation - JM 
        25 - Committee 



 
 
 

                             The Club Meets at 8-30pm        

                       Every Tuesday  
                       at Waddington Sports & Social Club  

                   Waddington, Nr Clitheroe    
                M/R 103   731  437                  

CLITHEROE & DMC 

Forthcoming Clubnights 

What happened in June 

The second Tuesday  
of each month is  
Committee night.  

Club Members are more than welcome to at-
tend and see & hear what goes on behind the 
scenes and you can also express your opin-
ion. Why not come along - you might actually  
like it 

 

CLITHERONIAN  
ROAD RALLY 

28/29
th

 SEPTEMBER 
O/S maps 97, 98, 102, 103 

All PRE-PLOT route 

Tuesday 25th June 

Malc Graham 

Tuesday 2nd July 

SD34MSG Inter-Club 
Table Top Rally  

Map 103 

Tuesday 16th July 

Grass Autotest 

Tuesday 23rd July 

Summer BBQ 
Ponderosa Ranch (!) 

Gallows Lane  
M/R 103  662 368 

Tuesday 30th July 

The Month in Review 
Tell us your Tales of Woe,  

or how you won (or nearly did) 
Where were you marshalling 

Who cocked it all up ? 

Tuesday 6th August 

Annual Golf Competition 
Highfield 9 hole course 

Then to the Houghton Arms  

 There are not enough superlatives to describe how good a night 
this was. Malc rang me on the Wednesday evening following his 
spot to say that he hoped it had gone down OK because there 
were so many tales that he had forgotten to tell. So I said ‘ Well, 
you probably just got away with but I will tell you what. Why not 
come back next year and finish it off ‘  
So its now booked - Malc  returns June 2014 



SD34MSG     2013  Calendar 
Date Type League Club Title Venue - Notes 

7-Jul Sprint Yes Mull Car Club Gravel Sprint Isle of Mull 

7-Jul Stage Rally Yes Warrington & Dist MC Enville Stages Rally Anglesey Circuit 

13-Jul PCA Yes Under 17 MC NW Training event Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

14-Jul PCA Yes Under 17 MC NW PCA 2 Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

14-Jul Autosolo Yes Under 17 MC NW Autosolo 2 Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

14-Jul Autotest Yes CSMA NW Autotest 3 Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

27-Jul Road Rally No Morecambe CC Morecambe Rally Lancashire/Cumbria 

3-Aug Sprint Yes ? LAC 3 Sisters Sprint 3 Sisters, Wigan 

18-Aug Hillclimb Yes Pendle & Dist MC August Hillclimb Scammonden Dam, Huddersfield 

24-Aug PCA Yes Under 17 MC NW Training event Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

25-Aug PCA Yes Accrington MSC Summer PCA Lymm Services 

25-Aug Autosolo Yes Accrington MSC Summer Autosolo  Blackburn Services 

25-Aug Autotest Yes CSMA NW Summer Autotest Blackburn Services 

31-Aug Sprint Yes Lancs & Cheshire CC Ty Croes Sprint Weekend Anglesey circuit, North Wales 

1-Sep Sprint Yes Lancs & Cheshire CC Ty Croes Sprint Weekend Anglesey circuit, North Wales 

08+09-Sep Stage Rally Yes Wallasey MC Promenade Stages New Brighton Promenade 

8-Sep Road Rally No Spadeadam MC Countdown Navigation Rally  

15-Sep PCA Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Bolton September PCA Camelot Theme Park, Lancashire 

15-Sep Autosolo Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Bolton September Autosolo Camelot Theme Park, Lancashire 

28-Sep Road Rally Yes Clitheroe & Dist MC The Clitheronian Road Rally Lancs / Yorks 

29-Sep Autotest Yes Lancs & Cheshire CC Chairman's Challenge Autotest Demon Tweeks, Wrexham 

29-Sep Stage Rally Yes PDMC / GPMC Heroes Stage Rally Weeton barracks, Blackpool 

11-13-Oct Stage Rally Yes Mull Car Club Mull Rally Isle of Mull 

13-Oct PCA Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Bolton October PCA Camelot Theme Park, Lancs 

13-Oct Autosolo Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Bolton October Autosolo Camelot Theme Park, Lancs 

13-Oct Stage Rally Yes Wigan & Dist MC The Adgespeed Stages  3 Sisters, Wigan 

19-Oct Road Rally Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Bolton Road Rally   

20-Oct Autosolo No Knutsford Autosolo   

20-Oct Autotest No Knutsford Autotest   

01+02-Nov Stage Rally Yes Manx Auto Sport Poker Stars Stages Isle of Man 

 02 Nov Road Rally No Hexham & District MC John Robson Navigation Rally Northumberland 

16-Nov Stage Rally Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Neil Howard Memorial Rally Oulton Park 

23-Nov Stage Rally Yes Clitheroe & Dist MC The Hall Trophy Blyton airfield, Lincs 

7-Dec PCA Yes Under 17 MC NW Training event Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

8-Dec PCA Yes Accrington MSC Winter PCA Lymm Services 

8-Dec Autosolo Yes Accrington MSC Winter Autosolo Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

8-Dec Autotest Yes CSMA NW Winter Autotest Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

Gazzard Accounts 

Registered Agent with  

HM Revenue & Customs. 

Accounts and Book-keeping services for Small Businesses. 
 We specialise in Self Assessment, CIS & VAT Returns. 

We also cater for SMALLER Limited Companies. Workplace or Home/Evening visits can be arranged. 
 

We will offer you the following : 
Regular contact and advice, Assistance for Self Employed, Simple accounting practices, Friendly service and assistance 

 

Serving Greater Manchester and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire. 
 

Registered Office :  
33 Acresfield Road, Middleton, Manchester. M24 2WT. 

Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;      E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com 



  33 Acresfield Road, 

  Middleton,  Manchester  M24 2WT 

  0161 643 0151 or 07973-816965 

  email : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com 

 SD34MSG  Road Rally  

Date Event  Club 

 

 

 

July 
  6/7 Kick Energy Rally  MMC 

27/28  Morecambe Rally  Morecambe CC 

 

September 
08/09 Countdown  Spadeadam MC 

28/29  Clitheronian  CDMC 

 

October 
20/21 (?) Bolton Rally  Bolton LMCC  

 

 

November 
  2nd John Robson  Hexham DMC 

 

 SD34MSG  Stage Rally Championship 
 

Date  Event  Club 
 
 
 
 

July 

   7th  Enville Stages   WarringtonDMC 
 
 

September 

08/09  Promenade Stages   Wallesey MC 
  29th  Heroes Stages   PDMC & GPMC 
 
 

October 

11-13   Mull   Mull CC 
  13th Adgespeed Stages   Wigan & DMC 
 
 

November 

8/9th Poker Stars Stages   IOMAS 
 23rd Neil Howard Memorial Stages  BLMCC 
 23rd Hall Trophy Stages Rally   CDMC 

 SD34MSG None Race/None Rally  
Date  Event   Club 

 

 

July 
13th   AS  U17Club NW 

14th   PCA / AS  U17Club NW 

14th   AT  CSMA NW 
 

 

August 
  3rd   Sprint  LAC 

18th   Hillclimb  Pendle 

24th   PCA  U17Club NW 

25th   PCA / AS  Accrington MSC 

25th    AT CSMA NW 

31th  Sprint L&CCC 
 

 

September 
  1st  Sprint L&CCC 

15th  AS / PCA BLMCC 

29th  AT L&CCC 
 

 

October 
13th  PCA / AS BLMCC 

20th  PCA Knutsford MC 
 

 

December 
  7th  PCA U17Club NW 

  8th  PCA / AS Accrington MSC 

  8th  AT CSMA NW 

 

2013 SD34MSG Championship Rounds at a Glance 

 SD34MSG      Junior Championship   
 

Date  Event   Club 
 
 
 

July 
13th   PCA  U17Club NW 
14th   PCA  U17Club NW  

 

August 
25th   PCA  U17Club NW 
26th   PCA  Accrington MSC  

 

September 
15th   PCA  BLMCC 

 

October  
13th   PCA  BLMCC 
20th   PCA  Knutsford MC 

 

December 
7th   PCA  U17Club NW 
8th   PCA  Accrington MSC  
 

 SD34MSG  Marshals Championship 

All SD34MSG Member Club Events  
See SD34MSG Calendar for Dates  (Page 7) 

 

Lookers Citroen  
in Preston  

Supporting SD34MSG and  
motor sport in the North West. 

If there’s anything we can do for you simply 
give us a call on 01772 768222 and ask for 
Matt or Steve and don’t forget to mention that 
you’ve seen us in the SD34 magazine for a fur-
ther discount against your next van or car. 

Matt Kiziuk 



2013 SD34 MSG CHAMPIONSHIP  REGISTRATION FORM 
www.sd34msg.org.uk 

 
NAME; ……………………………………………………………………………… 

ADDRESS; …………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
POSTCODE; …………………………….                             
 
HOME TEL. NO; ……………………………… 
 
MOBILE NO; …………………………………..                            

E-MAIL ADDRESS; ……………………………………………… 

SD34 NOMINATED CLUB (one club only)……………………………………… 

Please register me for the SD34  Championships listed below; 
I understand that the information contained on this sheet may be held on computer, but will be kept in the strictest  
Confidence for SD34 MSG use only. 
 
 
      SIGNATURE…………………………………DATE………………………………… 
 
Please forward the completed SD34 registration form with registration fee of £5.00 to; SD34 MSG  
,c/o Mrs.M.Duckworth,12 Silsden Ave.,Ribbleton, Preston.PR2 6XB 
Registration commences on date of receipt of application form or on advance notification by e-mail. 
. 
Tel. No; 01772 700823                       E-Mail; margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com 

 
N.B. You do not need to register in order to claim points  for the Interclub league championship but you must register 

for the individual or disciplined championships.  

 
 
MARSHALLING POINTS.  If  you are registering as driver and navigator/co-driver in the same discipline you must nomi-
nate which  you want marshalling points to be awarded to. 
………………………………………………………. 
 

CLASSES 
Stage Rally; A = up to 1400cc, B = 1401 to 1600cc, C = 1601 to 2000cc, D = over 20000cc & 4wd 

Road Rally;  Expert; A competitor who, in the role registered has finished in the top 10 of a Nat B Or higher grade rally. 
                      Semi Expert; All competitors not eligible for Expert or Novice class. 
                      Novice; A competitor in the role registered who has never won an award other than a team award. 
None Race   A = saloon cars up to 13ft long and up to and including 1400cc.  
/None Rally B = Saloon cars up to 13ft long and over 1400cc.          
 C= Saloon cars over 13ft long and up to and including 1600cc.         
 D= Saloon cars over 13ft long and  over 1601cc. (Saloons will include estate cars, hatchbacks and  
 commercials as appropriate)               
 E= Sports cars.   F = Specials.   G = Special Stage rally cars. 

CHAMPIONSHIP Tick to 
Register 

Driver 
Co-Driver/ Navigator 
Delete as appropriate 

Class 
Delete as appropriate 

Official 

SD34 
Use only 

STAGE RALLY 
  
  

  DRIVER 
CO DRIVER 

A / B / C / D (Cls) 
A / B / C / D 

  

ROAD RALLY   DRIVER 
NAVIGATOR 

Exp / Semi / Nov 
Exp / Semi / Nov 

  

NONE RACE / 

RALLY 

    A / B / C / D / E / F /G   

Please Tick this box if you 

are under 18yrs of age 



 O/A Driver  pts  Class   Club 

    1 Arron Newby  82 C CDMC 

      2 Phill Jennings  81 C WaDMC 

    3 Graham Chesters  54 B G&PMC 

  =4 Phil Merrills  53 C S061MC 

 =4 Steve Johnson  53 A U17MC 

   6 Hazel Johnson  52 A U17MC 

 =7 Danny Brown  27 A U17MC 

 =7 John Gorton  27 C CDMC 

 =9 Jim McDowall  26 B Mull MC 

 =9 Michael Judson  26 C CDMC 

 11 Keith Dowthwaite    0 C Wall 

Stage Rally Championship 

Non Race/Rally Championship 

O/A Competitor  pts        Club  

     1.  Simon Robinson 50.54     U17MC 

     2.  David Robinson 41.50     U17MC 

     3.  Steve Johnson 32.61   U17MC 

      4. Steve Lewis 28.87   CDMC 

      5. Hazel Johnson 28.59   U17MC 

      6. Steve Price 28.12   BLMCC 

     7. Matt Faulkner 20.44   U17MC 

      8. Daniel Barker 19.71   AMSC 

      9. Steve Kennell 19.69   CDMC 

 =10. David Goodlad 10.00   BLMCC 

 =10. Ian Bruce 10.00   AMSC 

    12. Will Jarman   9.96   U17MC

    13. Angela Jones   9.52   U17MC 

     

 O/A Co-Driver  pts  Class   Club 

  1 George Jennings  81 C WaDMC 

    2 Steve Butler  80 A CDMC 

    3 Steve Coombes  54 C G&PMC 

    4 Jason McTear  53 C CDMC 

  =5 Gary Heslop  27 D HMMC

  =5 Darren Riley  27 A U17MC 

  =5 Mark Shepherd  27  G&PMC 

 = 8 Ian Rayner  26 B CDMC 

 = 8 Paul Blanchard  26 C CDMC 

 = 8 David Barrett  26 A AMSC 

=11 Chris Melling    0 D Lightn 

=11 Alan Barnes    0 B G&PMC 

=11 Tony King    0 C Wall    

Individual Championship 

 O/A Competitor  Q pts        Club  

     1.  Stephen Johnson Y 40   U17MC 

     2. Hazel Johnson Y 34   U17MC 

      3. Steve Price Y 33   BLMCC 

     4. Steve Butler Y 29   CDMC 

      5.  Matthew Faulkner Y 20   U17MC 

     6. David Barratt Y 18   AMSC 

     7.  Daniel Barker N 37   U17MC 

      8. Simon Robinson N 35   U17MC 

      9. David Robinson N 30   U17MC 

  =10. George Jennings N 29   WarDMC 

  =10. Phillip Jennings N 29   WarDMC 

     12. Aaron Newby N 20   CDMC 

   =13. Phil Merrils N 19   S061MC 

   =13. Steve Lewis N 19   CDMC 

 

2013 Championship Tables 
Road Rally Championship 

 O/A Driver pts       Club 

    1 Pete Tyson 20    CDMC 

    2 Paul Buckel 15    CDMC 

 =  3 Steve Mitchell 14   CDMC 

 =  3 Pete Jagger 14    BLMCC 

 =  5 Andy Ritchie   9    CDMC 

 =  5 Tony Harrison   9    CDMC 

 =  5 Simon Boardman   9    CDMC 

 =  5 Matthew Kiziuk   9    CDMC 

 =  5 Steve Hudson   9    G&PMC 

 =  5 Ian Bruce   9    BLMCC 

  11 Dave Whittker   7    CDMC 

 =12 Derek Long   0    BAC 

 =12 James Taylor   0    CDMC 

 O/A Navigator pts       Club 

  1  Neil Harrison 20 CDMC 

      2 Steve Butler 15 CDMC 

  =  3 Maurice Ellison   9 CDMC 

  =  3 Ian Mitchell   9 CDMC 

  =  3 Paul Taylor   9 CDMC 

  6 Chris Williams   8 CDMC 

  7 Mark Shepherd   6 G&PMC 

  =  8 Alan Barnes   0 G&PMC 

  =  8 Andrew Long   0 BAC 

Junior Championship 

 O/A Competitor  pts        Club  

     1.    

     2.  

     3.  
       

Marshals Championship Table  -  See page 11 
SD34MSG Inter Club League   -   See Page 12 



2013 SD34MSG  
MARSHALS CHAMPIONSHIP 

Last Updated  
21st June 2013 

Accrington MSC 
David Barratt  20  

  

Bolton-le-Moors MC  

Chris Fletcher  30 Peter Sharples 30 

Steve Price  20 James Swallow 20 
James Sharples  20 Julie Sharples 20 
Eric Wilcockson  20 Steve Crawley 20 
Chris Beamish  20 Jack Mather 10 
Ian Perrot  10 Ian Harcourt 10 
John Richardson  10 Hannah Speakes 10 
Alex Brown  10 Ian Bruce 10 
Joe Evers  10 
 

 
 

Bury AC 
 
 

Clitheroe & DMC 

Chris Woodcock  60 Heidi Woodcock 40 
Matt Kiziuk  30 Maurice Ellison 30 
Paul Moon  30 John Gorton  20 

Gav Holmes  10 Paul Buckle 10  
Simon Boardman  10 Steve Butler 10 
Steve Hudson  10 Chris McIvor 10 
Paul Flynn  10 Steve Flynn 10 
Jason McTeer  10 Domonic McTeer 10 
Kevin Howarth  10 James Hargreaves 10 
James Taylor  10 Steve Brock 10 
 

 
 

 

CSMA (NW) 

Eve Fisher  20 Graham Bray 20 
 
 
 
 
 

Fylde MSC 
 

 
 

Garstang & Preston MC 
Les Fragle  50 Steve Kenyon 10 

A.Benson  10 Margaret Duckworth 10 
J.Raynor  10 D.Nolan 10 
J.Bleakley  10 K.Coombes 10  
G.Chesters  10 S.Coombes 10  
M.Shepherd  10 P.Hackson 10  
A.Jackson  10 
 

High Moor MC 

Gary Heslop  20  Gerry Morris 10 
Andrew Morris  10  Stephen Holmes 10 
Gary Jakeman  10  Mathew Jakeman 10  
 
 

Lancs & Cheshire MC 

 
 

Lightning MC 
 
 

 
 

 

Manx AC 

 

Mull CC 

 

Motorsport NW Ltd. 

 

Pendle & DMC 

Alan Shaw 30 Andrew Brown 20 

Ian Brown 20 Ray Duckworth 10 
Peter Wright 10 James Wright 10 
Steve Dixon 10 Mick Tomlinson 10 
Chris Andrews 10 Rod Brereton 10 
  

Stockport 061 

Ken Wilkinson 50  Mark Wilkinson 40 
Steph Wilkinson 30  Andy Chambers 30 
Phil Hesketh 30  Sarah-Jane Dunhill 30 
Daniel Chambers 30  William Kelly 30 
Julian Russell 30  Rob Yates 30 
Alan Ogden 20  Rick Elkin 20 
Andy Turner 20  Matthew Turner 20 
Daryl Evans 20  Keith Miles 20 
Chris Miles 20  Geoff Callaghan 20 
Terry Andrews 10  John Coulson 10 
Natalie Payne 10  Sarah Payne 10 
Richard Chambers 10 
 

U17Club NW  
 
 

Wallasey MC 

 

 

Warrington & DMC 
William O’Brien 40   Robbie O’Brien 40 
Denise Burns 30   Mark Carter 30 
Allan Burns 30   Chris Wellburn 30 
Ann McCormack 20   Jo Mackman 20 
Dave Read 20   Steve Prince 20 
Colin Cresswell 10   Ian Heywood 10 
Colin Burgess 10   Mike Spears 10 
Stuart Deeley 10   June Deeley  10 
 

Wigan MC 
Lance Rawlinson 30  Alan Bibby 20 

George Thewlis 10  Alan Heys 10 
David Hind 10  Mike English 10 
Colin Strath 10  Nick Archer 10 
Tony Archer 10  Tony Ralph 10 
Mike King 10  Dave France 10 
Dennis Higason 10  Stuart Cooke 10 
Chris Cooke 10  Peter McDonald 10 
Steven Sheehan  10   

 

2300 



If there’s anything we can do for you simply give 
us a call on 01772 768222 and ask for Matt or 
Steve and don’t forget to mention that you’ve 
seen us in the SD34 magazine for a further dis-
count against your next van or car. 

Matt Kiziuk 

SD34MSG Inter Club League  

Division A   Position 

Club Points Div O/A 

 Bolton-le-Moors CC 407 1   1 

 Warrington & DMC 319 2   3 

 Stockport061 307 3   4 

 Clitheroe & DMC 281 4   5 

 Wallasey MC 140 5   6 

 Accrington MSC 105 6   9 

 CSMA (NW) 33 7 14 

Division B   Position 

Club Points Div O/A 

 Lancs & Cheshire CC 131     1   7 

 Wigan MC 99   3  10 

 Garstang & Preston MC 87   4 11  

 Manx AS 127   2   8 

 High Moor MC 46   5 12 

 Pendle & DMC 34   6 13 

 Mull CC 19   7 15 

Division C   Position 

Club Points Div O/A 

 U17MC-NW 369   1   2 

 Fylde MSC 15   2   15 

 Bury AC 0 =3 =17 

 2300 0 =3 =17 

 Lightning MSC 0 =3 =17 

 Motorsport NW Ltd 0 =3 =17 

Registered Agent with  

HM Revenue & Customs. 

 

Accounts and Book-keeping services  
for Small Businesses. 

 

 We specialise in  
 Self Assessment, 
 CIS 
 VAT Returns. 

We also cater for SMALLER Limited Companies. 
Workplace or Home/Evening visits can be  
arranged. 

 

We will offer you the following : 
 Regular contact and advice  
 Assistance for Self Employed 
 Simple accounting practices 
 Friendly service and assistance 

 

Serving Greater Manchester  
and areas of  

Lancashire and Cheshire. 

 

Registered Office :  
33 Acresfield Road,  

Middleton,  
Manchester. M24 2WT. 

Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;       
E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com 

Lookers Citroen  
in Preston  

Supporting SD34MSG and  
motor sport in the North West. 



‘SPOTLIGHT ON’ 

ROSS MILLER 
Born – Preston 

Married to Claire & live in Ribchester nr Preston, with our two 

 chocolate Labradors – holly & woody. 

Earn a crust – this & that.....no, I’m a commercial development 

 manager for a large corporate organisation. 

Motor club – I have only ever been a member of one motor club 

 and that’s Clitheroe & District Motor Club.    

 Great club, with great friendly members.......and local. 

How I got involved in motorsport -  interest in motorsport 

 really started at quite an early age.....I can remember this  

 because I was still in primary school when my dad let me bunk 

 off school to go and watch the epic RAC rallies back in the mid 

 eighties, when men were real men and rallies were proper  

 rallies!. Those days were magical, 3 or 4 days going round the 

 UK watching group B cars storming through forests such as 

 Keilder and Grizedale, and this really set the seed at an early 

 age. There were other events that I managed to blag my way 

 into with my dad and his pals – and remember going to the 

 sport car races (roundy roundy) down at Silverstone, when  

 Jaguar came in 1
st
, 2nd & 3

rd
. All this gave me a passion for 

 motorsport which then grew into a passion for speed and 

 adrenaline as I got older. The fastest thing though that I could 

 get my hands on as 12 year old was push bike, and so that 

 started me off getting my fix on speed through racing race 

 bikes, which I didn’t really stop doing until 2008. I never thought 

 that one day though I would be taking part in motorsport events, 

 but back in 2008 I went along with a colleague from work to 

 watch the Grizedale stages, and while watching I was thinking... 

 what we have all thought at some point, I can do this.....and 

 could be as quick as that bloke, if not quicker. So when I got 

 home I started to plan to find a decent starter car, which I found 

 in the form of an ex-challenge ford KA. Not knowing a lot about 

 the sport and only watching the odd event in recent years, it 

 really was a baptism of fire and getting started was hard 

 work......and it’s a lot more than just buying a car. 

1
st

 Car – Volvo 360 GLT, white with bright red brake  

 callipers.....that thing shifted -      

 Or I thought it did as a 17 year old! 

1
st

 Competition car – Ford Ka. 

Favourite all time competition car – Peugeot 205 T16. 

Favourite all time road car – Aston Martin DB9 

Other competition cars – Peugeot 206 GTi which I had after the 

 Ka until I got the Subaru impreza N10. 

1
st

 event – My first event was the 2009 Keith Wood memorial 

 down at three sisters, and all I can remember was feeling very 

 nervous and wondering what the hell I was doing there. As a 

 starter event it was ideal, and we didn’t do too bad 1st time out 

 and finished 20th overall and 4th in class. I loved the speed and 

 track craft down at three sisters, but knew back then that this 

 wasn’t really the rallying that I wanted to be taking part in. Terry 

 Martin was navigating after a night rally that day, and all I can 

 remember was the words of wisdom being along the lines 

 of.....”Well the bank balance is never now going to be the same 

 is it”.....too true! 

Continued on Page 14 
 



Most frightening moment – not that long ago really - it was on 
the recent 2013 Chris Kelly over on the Isle of Man.  The condi-
tions over there are crazy, one minute its bone dry and the next its 
monsoon and you need a canoe and paddles. The Friday evening 
stages went ok, and then we had the Saturday mix bag of stages, 
which included Druidale... this was very wet and slippy with more 
mud on the single track road than on either side in the ditches, and 
basically conditions were not good with very poor visibility – every-
thing that a driver really hates. We were heading in the direction of 
brandy well cottage up onto the mountain road, along the tight 
technical section before you get up to the open faster roads at the 
top, and we came over a blind crest flat in 6th gear which would 
have been around 120mph mark, on the landing we got a bit of a 
tank slapper on, which seemed to go on forever, and on the 5th at-
tempt to try and settle the car thought to myself this is bad, if this 
digs in were history!  I was absolutely shitting myself. We did settle it though and got through the stage OK, and I 
don’t think Steve realised just how close we were at the time to having a big one... with everything happening so 
quickly, that could have been a proper off!  Another frightening moment was back in 2011 on the SMC stages at Wee-
ton, which was the last rally that I did in the Peugeot 206. It started really well and set top 5 times in the 1st couple of 
stages, but by stage 3 we had a manifold issue which meant that at service we had to try and patch it up. It worked 
for half of the next stage, and then a fire started inside the car......that was frightening!  The smell mixed with the 
noise and smoke...and still full on speed, we knew that we had to pull up and stop. It’s a good job that we did, be-
cause after lifting the bonnet we found a fire had started from the manifold and burned straight through the fuel line 
and then set fire to the wiring loom. 

Biggest accident -  not had too many in the short time that I have been competing, but the one I do remember was 

on my 2nd ever rally down at the Hall trophy at Blyton. Terry Martin was again sat in the navigator seat overseeing that 
I was going in the right direction. Conditions through the day had been awful and very wet, but we were on a push 
and had steadily worked our way up to the top 10 overall. Anyway getting a bit excited and coming onto a split with 
Chris Woodcock behind me in is Evo, I decided to raise the speed a tad bit and we went hell for leather into the next 
90 right not taking into account the lake that had formed that we had to break into before slowing for the corner! Oh 
dear......we ended up trying to break and tried slowing the car in a foot of standing water, forget it......we started slid-
ing, locked up and that was it were passengers.....which Terry already knew, as when I turned to look at him he was 
in full crash position... arms crossed the lot! We eventually hit what we could see we were going to hit for what 
seemed like an age, and crashed straight into a bank and concrete wall...oouch. Terry was Ok though....... LOL. 

Best event – Manx national 2013, and the 2010 Mull Rally winning the SD34 stage championship – 1st time on Mull. 

Biggest hero – don’t have a hero really, but Ari Vatanen was a god back in the 80’s and I had the chance and was 
lucky enough to meet him on the RAC rally back in the early 90’s. 
Funniest moment – there’s been a few.....but back in 2010 we did an event down at Anglesey – can’t remember the 
actual event but could have been the Enville stages and we were competing in the SD34 stage championship that 
year, and early in the event we had gearbox problem which meant we only had 2nd gear, and we had 8 stages still to 
go! Anyway we decided to carry on and cruise round in 2nd gear and take stage maximums so to get a finish, and the 
points in the bag. What it meant though was a very embarrassing stage start on every stage and being overtaken lap 
after lap....stage after stage. We finished though with a flurry and the very last few corners of the last stage were 
driven like it had been stolen....still stuck in second gear! 

Biggest influence – so many people have helped over the years and had a huge influence, so not to single people 

out and also not to forget anyone, I would say all the members (and they know who they are) at CDMC. 

Biggest regret – not getting started in motorsport at an earlier age, and only getting started in rallying at the age of 
33... 
People who have helped me – I would just like to name a few names that really without their help I wouldn’t be compet-
ing at all, and some have done more that others, but I feel that these people deserve a mention; 
Glyn Sterling , Chris Woodcock, Andrew Duffy, Stewart Newby (Teg), Tony Miller (Dad), Terry Martin, Steve Butler, 
Bradley Johnson, Daniel Harper, Claire (the wife)...and all at CDMC. 

If I was to start again what would I do different – not started in the 1st place......LOL 

Ambitions for the future – out right win on an event, and to concentrate on the bigger events to raise our game. 

Championships – currently taking part in 2013 in the MSA national tarmac championship, Manx rally champion-
ship, ANWCC stage rally championship. 

Advice to newcomers to the sport – enjoy it! And do as much prep as possible choosing the right route to take 
you into motorsport....it’s all expensive but it’s still a hobby. 

Most remembered comment -  “it doesn’t matter what spec the car is, it’s the nut behind the wheel that counts”. 

Sponsors to thank -  Dave (Lancashire Photography), Paul (PWD), Keith Snowdon (K&N Transmissions), Gerry, 

John & Chris (Velocity composites), Andy & Scott (Scooby spares) Stuart, Lynn and the team (Teg Sport), Dave and 
Glyn (Ribble Valley tyre & auto’s). 

SPOTLIGHT ON  -  Ross Miller   Cont’d from pg 13 

Ross in a previous incarnation  
trying out for the Olympic Squad ! 



GPMC Memorial Rally 2013 – A good start ! 
So after months of preparing the car, fixing the car after the 
suspension broke 2 weeks ago, sorting out a navigator etc etc 
it was finally time for the first proper event. Matt Worden and 
myself turned up at Myerscough college unsure what the night 
would bring and slightly nervous about the plotting of the route 
and the 150 miles that were ahead of us. We got through scru-
tineering without any bother, went and signed on and got our 
NAM’s, time cards and rally plates and headed back out to the 
car park. Matt jumped straight back in the car and quickly plotted the qui-
ets and black spots which gave us an idea of where we might be heading 
and I milled about chatting to people and looking at our competition for 
the evening!  
At 21:40 we received our route and quickly got on with plotting it. To our 
surprise we were done for 23:00 and with our start time being 23:40 we 
had a leisurely drive down to the start just outside Galgate. So as the 
minutes ticked away, the pressure mounted, I had about 6 pee’s ! and 
then we were off !! The first section was on home roads for me and we 
quickly got into the swing of things until we missed the slot down towards 
Kitt Brow. This cost us about 2 minutes but after a swift turn round  we 
found ourselves heading down the white to the ford. We entered the ford 
gently as I could see that the level was quite high and about ¾ of the 
way through the car started to die on us and the windscreen steamed up. 
Not wishing to retire so early in the event we managed to keep the car 
running and get out of the ford. The heaters went on full chat and we set 
off down Kitt Brow lane trying to see out of the bottom of the wind-
screen !!  
From here the route took us to Quernmore bottoms, then Stock-a-bank 
where we came across Matt and Joe in the Volvo 340 in the wall. Over to 
Caton and Halton Park then up towards the Kellets where we came 
across Myles and Phil then Danny and Mark who both had off’s in a simi-
lar place. Realising it was slippy and with the brakes fading already we 
backed off a bit down Locka Lane towards Gunnerthwaite. At this point we 
had Matt Flynn and Ian Farnworth hot on our tail – sorry for holding you 
guys up !  
At petrol we had dropped just shy of 4 mins, so not too bad a start, that put us 5th Novice and 27th overall. A quick 
splash and dash at Kirkby Lonsdale, we followed Jem Dale back down to Wennington to the re start. This section 
took us onto roads that I have rarely used so we decided to exercise some caution as we wanted to get to the finish. 
We let Matt and Ian passed at the start of a white heading towards Kearsden and set off after them heading down 
towards Gizburn forest. In Gizburn, we lost some time being stuck behind Bill Hignott in his sierra in the NAM’s so as 
you can imagine we were most happy when he went left rather than right out of the 2nd car park freeing us up to get 
on to the next NAM.  
Out of Gizburn it was a run down to Slaidburn then back up Lythe Fell. We came across Dave Head in the Super 
Swift who graciously let us passed only for us to overshoot at the next junction and be re passed by him! Then a 
wrong slot at the next junction lost us a bit more time but finally we were heading back down towards Wray where 
we met Heidi and Chris Woodcock who were at the control just outside the village. A few words of support from them 
then it was down to the village and back out towards Haylots. 
The final sections of the night saw us back on home roads. Coming out of Haylots I decided now was as good a time 
as any to press on and we set off down towards Littledale. A quick blast over Baines cragg and slot left down Rigg 
Lane took us to Quernmore then it was over the tops to a NAM at Jubilee towers and down through Abbeystead in 
this section we passed 3 cars so clearly the pressing on worked ! After that it was Marshaw road and round the back 
of Wyreside Hall then Harrisend Fell and on to Dandy birks where we came across Spotlights own Manurice (ask 
him about his RS2000 jacket!) Ellison and Andy Ritchie who had slid off the road on the first right hander. A gentle 
run down there then and it was a short blast to the finish just outside Catterall.  
So we made it round, we were ecstatic at this point but on the drive back to Salmesbury we started wondering how 
we had done and how much effect the brakes failing, the slowing down where we didn’t know the roads and the 
wrong slots would have had on our overall time. Back at Salmsbury we waited anxiously for the results. Up to petrol 
as mentioned we were 5th Novice, by the end of time card 2 we somehow were 3rd novice then to my amazement, 
time card 3 showed us as 1st novice with Matt Flynn 40 seconds behind after he had his “moment” with a hedge near 
Wray, then Ian Bruce and James Swallow were sat at 3rd Novice some 1 min 20 seconds behind them. 

 

  (Continued on Page 16) 

Garstang & Preston M.C. 

Memorial Rally 

Photos : Duncan Littler 

e-mail: postmaster@dtlittler.f9.co.uk 

Alex Willan / Ali Proctor 

Steve Head/ Ian Tulley 

Matt Kiziuk / Matt Worden 



Well what can I say about the run up  
to the GPMC memorial road rally. 

 Lee Jones at Newton motorsport had rebuilt the en-
gine and Mark Blunt had spent the last few weeks 
building a bespoke wiring loom for the puegeot. All 
that was left to do was map her and get her mot`d. 
We plugged in the engine management system and 
there was a comms fault so we sent it back to 
megasquirt uk to have the fault repaired refit and 
found the fault still there. Only one thing for it a quick 
phone call to Jem Dale and he was out with his me-
tres and probes trying to find the issue he narrowed 
this down to a comms chip fault. This replaced Friday 
morning. We thought we had it cracked. How wrong! 
Once connected up to laptop to install the base map 
it developed another fault. Lee Jones and Mark Blunt 

then worked up to midnight Friday refitting the old loom to enable 
us to get to the start. Slight problem no mot or tax and it wasn’t 
mot`d. Things where against us but the lads didn’t let us down by 
5pm Saturday night she was running and taxed and mot`d. 
I arrived at Myerscough still covered in oil to fail noise (Was some-
one trying to tell me something?) We managed to get it through 
and was ready to start the rally. Terry Martin soon had the route 
plotted and at 11.18 we were on our way blasting through the 
lanes to petrol at Kirkby motors with us having to run the standard 
ecu the engine wasnt running on full power but would have to do. 
By the time we reached petrol Bo Hargreaves informed us that we 
were in the lead so far things were looking good. 
After a drink and a bit of craic at petrol we headed onto the next 
control to then complete the second half but developed a misfire. 
Sods law, but we carried on through the rest of the excellent route 
laid on for us. With the car not pulling in any gear we struggled to 
keep our place but Terry kept me calm and the car managed to 
get us to the finish just. 
We didn’t have any real dramas bar the low power and I’m pretty 
sure I didn’t embarrass myself too much with Terry Martin just a 
shame we weren`t at full power for the event but a little power is 
better than non.  
With the results in we manged to get a top ten placing with 8th 
overall a cracking result for my fifth ever road rally. 
I would like to say thankyou to Terry Martin for guiding me through 
the night without one mistake and showing me that with a proper 
navigator sat at the side of me what I am capable of. 
Heres to the future. Well done to Alex Willan on the win and well 
done to Mat Kizuik, Matt Worden, Ian Bruce,J ames Swallow, 
Steve Perry bringing home trophys (Team Blacksheep ended up 
clearing up in both the semi and novice class) Just a shame 
we  couldn’t of put an expert trophy on the mantle piece for them 
also but it wasn’t for trying. A big thankyou to all at Garstang car 
club for putting on yet another top quality event and an even big-
ger thankyou from both of us in car 18 to all the marshalls who 
braved the weather on the night to man the controls and still seem 
very cheerful without you we wouldn’t have a rally if anyone has 
any pictures of us please could you forward them over thanks.And 
last but not least a big thanks to Dennis Watson of D@J Machin-
ery sales, Ian Jolly of LIJ Fluid Power and Steve Vincent of SP 
Hammers for the support for this season much appreciated.  

Steve Hudson  :  Clitheroe & DMC 

Garstang & Preston M.C. 

Memorial Rally 

Photos : Duncan Littler :  e-mail: postmaster@dtlittler.f9.co.uk 

Pete Tyson/ Niel Harrison                  The Mitchells 

Continued from Page 15 
So the final time card, this took what seemed to 
be an age to be brought out but finally the re-
sults were in… Matt Flynn and Ian Farnworth 
unfortunately went OTL at the last time control 
by 15 seconds. This fail dropped them out of 
the running . Ian Bruce and James Swallow 
took a well deserved 2nd Novice but Matt and 
myself pulled out another 4 minutes on them 
over time card 4 to give us 6 minutes on them 
and 20th overall. Not bad for our first outing !!  
A massive thanks goes out to everyone who 
made the event such a great night. Thanks to 
Steve Kenyon and all the team at GPMC for 
putting on a stunning route and event as al-
ways. Thanks to all the marshals who stood out 
there in the rain all night – without you these 
events would not run, hopefully we put on a 
good show for you all. Thanks to all the Guys at 
Newton Motorsports in Kirkham your help and 
advice over the last few months has been bril-
liant and the fact that you turned out on the 
night to make sure we were all ready after 
working all the previous night sorting Ste Hud-
son’s car out was well appreciated. Also thanks 
has got to got to Ste Hudson. It was after last 
years memorial that he started to talk me into 
having a go at road rallying with the classic 
“you don’t want to end up in a nursing home 
wishing you’d done it kid” speech. Thanks for 
being stood outside the hall waiting for us to 
finish mate ! 
 Finally a big thank you to my Navigator Matt 
Worden, we went the right way most of the 
night, booked in on our times and avoided any 
fails, defiantly got the right man in the seat next 
to me!!  So what next…… the entry is in for the 
Morecambe road rally, the BRM is going back 
to Newton Motorsports for new brake pads and 
a check up. We’ll be out on the Morecambe in 
the Semi Expert’s class chasing another pot !!  

Matt Kiziuk  Clitheroe & DMC 

Steve Hudson  / Terry Martin 



Well - Nearly Made it  -  But we didn’t ! 
But on the bright side we got further than last year. 

 Andy works Saturdays. He started work on Saturday 

morningat 4am and managed to get home for ten past  

five (pm). So whilst he tried to get some shut eye, I made  

my own way down to Myerscough College to have a chat  

with other competitors before we had to get down to the  

plotting of the route. 

 Paul Brereton  seemed to be having problems getting 

through scrutineering. His car was loosing fuel from 

somewhere. Turned out to be a perished fuel filler pipe. If 

he had not filled the car up to the gunnels before scrutineering 

he might have got away with it. Feel sorry for Paul but more 

sorry for his Navigator who had travelled up from darkest Wales 

for the event. So Andy arrives at 8pm and despite trying to get 

some shuteye has not managed a wink (and it shows - his eyes 

look red and sore). Hope the adrenalin keeps him going on the event. Whilst waiting for Andy I borrow Matt Wordens 

Quiets & Blackspots List and get those plotted. 

 Through Noise & Scrutineering with no problems. Sign on and go to Drivers Briefing. Steve Kenyon delivers his ser-

mon and I groan (only a little - Steve) about the Code Board envelopes (More Later) 

 The route looks superb and a very different run around from previous years - well looking forward to this. 

 So off we jolly well go. Up the A6 to Ellel Grange & slot right onto the Bay Horse road. Leave TC1 and its slot left 

under the railway bridge, miss two on left and take third left up towards Forton Services but slot right down Holmes 

Lane and left at T and a short run to TC2. Out of TC2, Over the M6 to T, Turn left, down to 5 lanes end and turn right 

into TC3. TC3 to TC4 includes Kitt Brow Ford where we broke the gearbox on the Golf last year. The ford is not too 

deep but we have a terrific photo of us (above). All round the lanes near Quernmore and down Stock’a’bank where 

we come across Joe Cruttenden through the wall at the 90Left. TC4 is just before Caton. Through Caton and up Hal-

ton Park, Moorgate, Moor End and into the NAM at the Gas Works (nearly taking the lamps off the car of the Mitchells 

as they have wrong slotted and come back down the track to the right). Down to the Red Well (Flying here - highest I 

have been off the road in a long time) into the NAM at the Gressingham Rd Triangle and then into TC6. Still Clean. 

 Out of TC6, up Locka Lane. At the top of Locka Lane there is a secret check where we encounter the ‘Code Board 

Envelopes’ Press the electric window winder but the window wont come down (silly idiot was pressing the UP button)  

(normally I keep the window 3/4 open but with the rain my maps and NAM diagrams and Time Card are getting 

soaked - so I had closed the window !) Then I cant open the envelope, then I drop the slip of paper onto the floor and 

the seconds are running away. Eventually get it all sorted but dropped at least 30s messing about. Onto TC7 and yep 

we have dropped 1m 18s (of which 30s was down to me and the bloody window etc). Petrol at Kirkby Motors. Some 

how I have lost 2 pencils & 3 pens up to Petrol and I am down to my last pen for writing down Code Boards & couldn't 

find where they were at Petrol 

  MTC 3 is just out of Wennington . We wend our merry way south of Bentham and then to Keasden cross roads and 

down Gisburn Forest. NAM5 was a lot further up the track than the diagram showed but despite Andys protest that 

we were wrong - we got it - I hear that it was later scrubbed! Out of Gisburn (some of the NAM boards were hard to 

read in the car parks) down to Threap Green and then right towards Slaidburn. Up Lythe Fell (very misty) TC 19 was 

not there which caused me (well thats my excuse) to wrong slot into  the road just above Bank End. Only just in when 

I realised the error but another minute dropped. Turn left down Ringstones (correct road) and wend our way again 

around the lanes below Bentham. Then we have Haylotts and Littledale - going like a train here before going up to the 

NAM at the Car Park opposite Jubilee Tower on the road leading to the Trough. Its foggy again and we miss the slot 

into the car park (only realising we had overshot when we saw the tower) Quiet through Abbeystead and on the home 

run. Over Hawthornthwaite Fell and slot into NAM14 - think we have got it wrong and slot down various options be-

fore deciding it was not there (confirmed at next TC). Run over Oakenclough to High Moor and turn right at T (Keep 

telling Andy it is Straight ish) Slot right at Brockmill Slot left at T and then Left into Dandy Birks. “Take it easy” I said 

“Care ! its slippy down here and we have got time to spare” - next thing we are into the ditch and stuck. One and a 

half miles from the finish. 12mins 31s dropped to this point  (less 2m for the scrubbed control = 10m 31s which would 

have put us 8th O/A & 1st in class - but we didn’t finish - so . . . . )    Bugger Bugger Bugger 

 But thats Rallying.  Local farmer pulled us out at 6-30. Whilst waiting for the Farmer I find all the Pens & Pencils. 

 Tired, cold, hungry and have not had my breakfast (Whinge   Whinge   Whinge)   Morecambe Rally up next 

 Cracking Good route, First Class paperwork. Well Marshalled, Bloody good event.  Well Done 

Maurice Ellison Car 28  :  Clitheroe & DMC 

Kitt Brow Ford  : Photo - Robin Ellison 
Chris Ellison Photography 

07572 - 449625 
' Quality doesn't cost a fortune! ' 
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This may not be my favourite (but comes close) event of 

the year, but it is the one I would not miss and is the first 

date I look for when the new dates are issued at the be-

ginning of the year. 

As someone who runs an event on the same four maps 

as the Memorial. The Memorial is probably the nearest I 

can get to competing on my own event, if you get what I 

mean? And just to clear up any misunderstanding from 

my opening comments, this is one of the best, well organised and enjoyable events of the year. 

So Saturday evening has arrived Steve and I are on our way. We duly arrive at Myerscough around 7 p.m. and as 

usual, first noise (74db) then on to scrutineering no problems. Being a local event there were many bodies that I 

knew, so a good opportunity for a chat and a catch up. 

Every year a group of us play the game of “work out the route” from the NAM diagrams and I must say most of the 

time we are pretty spot-on? We were seeded car 20 this year dropping down two places from 2011 as we did not do 

the event last year. 

Drivers briefing over and it was then on with the task of getting the plotting done. We use the common method of “I 

read out the grid references, whilst Steve plots”. Once the route is down Steve lets me have good look at it, and re-

markably, it is not to dissimilar to the 2012 Clitheronian route. So I was really happy. 

So the time has arrived when we need to making our way to the start which was just off the A6 near Foxholes. The 

route took us up through Five Lane Ends, through Kit Brow ford, on past Stock-a-Bank (scene of a past indiscretion). 

Then quiet through Caton and onto Halton Park before the first dropper of the night, which included Gunnerthwaith. 

As the rules don’t allow sections timed to the second until after Midnight we knew that most of it should be 

cleanable and sure enough it was. 

So we are at the control waiting for our due minute to start the first dropper of the night. 5, 4,3,2,1 go. Turned left into 

Locker Lane this leads up to Gunnerthwaith. Going okay until we reach the 90 left around the house? I noticed wet 

grass all over the road from where they had been cutting the verge. I tried to be gentle on the breaks but no good 

the back locked up sending us into a spin and heading for a tree. I somehow managed to get that situation under 

control only to realise that we where now heading for the wall on the opposite bank and somehow I managed to drag 

the front end round and just missed the wall. We made it round the next 90 right where Steve and I were giggling like 

nervous kids running away from a prank. We head further down Locker Lane nearing Gunnerthwaith Farm to come 

across what we thought was a code board. Steve shouted “it’s not there”? At that same moment I spotted the control 

further down. It was a secret check where you had to open an envelope and write down a unique code. 

We got to the end of the section to be greeted by Bob Hargreaves and then onto petrol on the A65 near Kirkby 

Lonsdale. We had dropped 1:49 on that section, compared to the best time of 0:35. End of time card one. 

The second half was going to be more of a challenge as there were to be more droppers, the route restarting near 

Wennington eventually making its way onto the northern end of Lythe Fell. Quiet through the cross roads were we 

turned right to restart at Buffet Hill then onto Keasden cross roads and heading south over Gisburn Forrest with its 

array of tricky NAMS with 1:27 lost on time card two, a total of five crews were clean on this card. 

The next section was a short section over Steven Moor cross roads and onto Slaidburn where we dropped 0:04. 

Quiet through Slaidburn and onto Lythe Fell from the south. The weather was nasty over there. I really do enjoy 

Lythe Fell it’s a great piece of road, one of my favourites. We headed north up to the last slot left towards Ringstone, 

through Ivah and onto Wray, over Haylots and onto Quernmore. Brilliant. Just brilliant. I’m not just sure where time 

card three finished but by the end of it we had dropped of 3:58 compared to 2:09 of the best crew. 

The last time card. We set of over the Jubilee Tower road with the large NAM on the top all straight forward and fa-

miliar. Quiet through Abbystead and onto the Trough road where we made a slot right, down through the hairpins 

and now looking for a NAM on the left. “This is it”. I turned left into it. No it bloody wasn’t and no way out! Turned the 

car around and back out still looking for it when we arrived at the 

cattle grid. “Turn round we have gone too far” 

Steve shouts. So back down the road - eventually found it. There’s 

no board. “S**t”. We carried on through the tricky cross roads at 

Street and onto Harrisend Fell. We eventually made our way on-

wards traversing Dandy Birks and onto the finish were we dropped a 

huge 11:21 compared to 4:09 of the best. Finishing 14th overall with 

a total of 18:35 which I have to say is very disappointing. Okay 

we lost approx 4 minutes for the NAM that wasn’t there, but it still 

leaves us a good 6 or 7 minutes off the pace. Note to self “must do 

better”.                                    Paul Buckel  : Clitheroe & DMC 

  Results (Top Ten) 
O/A No. Crew Penalties 

  1
st
    5   Alex Willan Ali Procter       7.22     

  2
nd

    1   Steve Head Iain Tullie       7.47     
  3

rd
    4   Steve Retchless Sam Collis       8.36    

  4
th
    2   Simon Harrison Paul Holmberg    8.41  

  5
th
  11   Pete Tyson Neil Harrison      8.53  

  6
th
    9   Tony Harrison Paul Taylor      9.25  

  7
th
  12   Russ Smith Matthew Vokes   10.13  

  8
th
  18   Stephen Hudson Terry Martin  10.51  

  9
th
    8   John Leckie Richard Bestwick  12.28  

10
th
    7   Adrian Green Ian Gibbins   13.03  

Garstang & Preston M.C. 

Memorial Rally 

Photo : Duncan Littler  

e-mail: postmaster@dtlittler.f9.co.uk 



Garstang & Preston M.C. 

Memorial Rally 
AFTER years of trying, Alex Willan finally got his hands on 

the winners trophy for Garstang and Preston Motor Club’s Me-

morial Road Rally. 

Willan, from Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club,  and navigator Ali 

Proctor finished the 140-mile long event just 25 seconds 

ahead of runners-up Steve Head and Iain Tullie, with third 

place going to Steve Head and Sam Collis. 
“I first entered the Memorial back in 1996, with £300-worth of 

Escort XR3i rescued from a scrapyard,” said a delighted Willan 

at the finish. 

“With a certain Steve Head navigating we finished fifth overall 

and first novice crew. It’s taken me a long time to better that 

result!” 

But the top three didn’t have it all their own way. 

On a night when the result was only decided on the last sec-

tion, one of drives of the night went to Steve Hudson and 

Terry Martin. 
Wiring problems meant their Peugeot 205 was only finished at 

5pm on the day of the event, and despite it being only Steve’s 

fourth-ever road rally, their pair were leading at the half-way 

petrol halt. 

But a misfire in the second half, and being held up for two min-

utes on the Haylots section, cost them dear, dropping them 

down to eighth overall at the finish. 

Despite the disappointment, Hudson was still rewarded by his 

best-ever road rally result. 

Simon Boardman, who had Mark Blunt alongside, fin-

ished a creditable 12th overall, despite a costly wrong slot on 

the first section. 

Right behind them were Clitheroe DMC pair Paul Buckel 

and Steve Butler, who were out putting some miles on their 

new Proton. 

One of the other stars of the night was novice driver Matt 

Kiziuk, who was making his road rally debut in a Rover 200. 

With Matt Worden on the maps, on only his third event, they 

set off with the aim of just getting round, which they did bril-

liantly by finishing 20th overall and winning the novice class. 

They were chased all the way by Matt Flynn and Ian Farn-

worth, who were leading right up until the point they put their 

car through a fence near Wray, still finishing 21st. 

Chorley’s Paul Gray and Sam Spencer made it to the che-

quered flag for the first time in five events, bringing his Mini 

home in 20th place and winning the Historic class. 

Navigator Darren Robert overcame chronic car sickness to 

guide Paul Redford home in 29th place. 

Others weren’t quite so lucky. The slippery conditions – and 

the flooded ford at Kit Brow – put out several crews. 

Former winner Myles Gleave made an early exit, going off 

on Gunnerthwaite and was unable to get the car out of the 

muddy field. 

Andy Ritchie and Maurice Ellison were going well until, 

five (5 miles ?????) miles from the last control, they put their 

BMW off on the slippery Dandy Birks white. 

Neil Johnson : Lancashire Telegraph 

A return to the Lanes 
After a break of approximately 32 years  I made a 

return to the rigours of road rallying on the Memo-

rial .   

The mid seventies saw a Hillman Avenger cam-

paigned in the NE where Stanners, Mawson, Lewis, 

Nesham  and Bater reigned supreme with the Hill-

man firmly bringing up the rear, and apart from a 

brief  outing on the 1981 Tony Mason Novice rally 

as a navigator the motorsport fix  was provided by 

Karting.  

The interest rekindled by recent nights at CDMC 

meant that when an opportunity was presented by 

Jem Dale to read the maps in his lovely Alfa it was 

too good to turn down.   

Despite a less than brilliant try out on the preceding 

Thursday he was stuck with me as he couldnt get 

anyone else ! A very nervous  navigator  arrived at 

Myerscough where a raucous 79db saw the Alfa sail 

through noise and scrutineering.   

The 90 map references proved too much for this old 

man (plus varifocals) in 2 hours so more practice 

needed there !   

The start proved daunting as  maps, timesheets, 

poti plus NAMs all seemed to be flying about the 

cabin at once but calm settled until a major wrong 

slot  just after TC2 meant morale plummeted to a 

new low. However Jem s experience and calmness 

was encouraging in the face of the incompetence in 

the LH seat and things slowly started to improve as 

petrol approached.  

The remainder of the route plotted and a dash down 

to the restart meant a rushed start to the meat of the 

rally but amazingly the old man (me not Jem…..) felt 

alive and well and looking forward to the fast roads 

plus the infamous Gisburn NAMs . The reminder of 

the rally passed in a blur with the timing starting to 

make sense with Jem instilling in me the procedure 

at controls although I realize I need to really improve 

upon this aspect of the role. 

The correct calling of the entrance to Dandy Brooks 

(?) white, a wave to a beached Maurice (who had 

already 2 ciggies on the go) meant the rally finished 

for the Alfa with no scratches, a lot of dropped time, 

one fail but one very pleased navigator ! I learnt 

loads from Jem so a great deal of thanks to him, he 

drove calmly and safely plus the Alfa sounded su-

perb on the fast roads down to Gisburn and didn’t 

miss a beat all night.   

After reading a lot of negativity about modern road 

events on the forums  over the last few years I was 

slightly surprised to experience an event that  was 

testing to both crew and car with a no nonsense ap-

proach to navigation. Indeed I would go as far as to 

say it was as good as anything I did in the seventies 

on targa timed all selective routes!  Great credit is 

due to GPMC and also to all the marshals who dis-

played much humour and enthusiasm on a wet 

night.  

Ps I felt totally cream crackered on  

Monday………………….  

Tony Vart  :  Clitheroe & DMC 
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Jim Clark Rally 

Best Result On Jim Clark Rally For Swift 
Darlingtons Paul Swift continued his great 2013 
form into the Jim Clark National Rally whereby, de-
spite some problems, he came away with a superb 
12th place overall to record his best result in four 
years on the event.  
Partnered once again by Barnard Castle co-driver Giles 
Dykes in the Smith and Allan Oils-sponsored 2.4 litre 
Millington Ford Escort Mk2 with additional backing from 
PSI Global.co.uk, the seven times British Autotest 
champion and defending AS Performance North of Eng-
land Tarmac Rally and Fuchs Titan Race ANCC Stage 
Rally Tarmac Champion followed up his recent good 
result on the Manx National Rally to bolster his champi-
onship placing in the REIS Get Connected MSA Asphalt 
Rally Championship with his latest result on the closed public 
roads of the Scottish Borders. 
Friday night's trio of stages saw Swift in confident mood whereby 
he made a steady start but dropped 30 seconds when held up by 
another competitor meaning he was re-seeded on Saturday 
morning further down the order than he had hoped for. 
Undeterred and despite the cancellation of a couple of stages 
due to lack of marshals, Swift set about improving his 30th posi-
tion overnight but early on, he suffered a heavy landing on one of 
the jumps which subsequently broke the gearbox mountings. The 
result meant the team had to strap the unit in place with nylon 
straps for the remainder of the event and prevented Paul from 
pushing too hard as he needed to preserve the car. 
Despite the handicap, Swift pressed on and with a superb top ten 
placing on the Ayton stage, he was up inside the top 20 at half 
way and the charge continued through the remaining stages to 
hold 14th place going into the final stage. One final push on a 
new set of Pirelli tyres saw the pair claim another top 12 place 
and with it, 12th overall and sixth in class at the end of another 
gruelling event.  
Paul commented: "That's my best result on the Jim Clark 
Rally in the four years I've contested it so I'm delighted with 
our performance. We got stuck behind another car which 
was frustrating on Friday night and then we had the problem 
after breaking the gearbox mountings so I had to back off on 
the jumps which lost us a lot of time. We also had some fuel 
surge problems due to the re-fuelling arrangements which 
saw us nearly out of petrol at one time but we made it. Giles 
and I are really gelling on the pacenotes now and we are 
finding much more time so a big thanks to him. Also, thanks 
to the brand new set of Pirelli tyres we fitted prior to the last 
stage; they worked wonders and allowed us to climb two 
places which is important in our championship class, espe-
cially as we played our joker to gain double points." 
Paul now faces a dilemma as the next round of the series takes 
place in Ireland with the ALMS Stages near Dublin but needs to 
procure the necessary budget to make the trip and maintain his 
championship challenge. However, if that's not possible, he in-
tends to contest the Turnbull Trophy Rally in Northumberland 
instead that same weekend on July 7th. 

http://global.co.uk/


Jim Clark Rally 31st May - 1st June 
Korhonen conquers the Borders 

Jukka Korhonen and Marko Salminen dispelled any doubts 
over their asphalt ability by hanging on for a two second vic-
tory on the Jim Clark Rally, round two of the MSA British 
Rally Championship. 
Their overnight lead remained intact when Saturday’s first 
damp and slippery stage was cancelled on safety grounds, 
but a spin on stage eight saw him drop within the grasp of 
the chasing pack, headed at that point by Tom Cave & Ieuan 
Thomas. 
Korhonen so nearly fell into Cave’s clutches and by the pe-
nultimate test the gap was down to just a tenth of a second. 
But with a last gasp effort, the Finn made it two wins on the trot on a surface that he had previously disliked. 
A clearly delighted Korhonen said at the finish in Kelso, “Very Pleased. My first tarmac win and only third tarmac 
rally. Very pleased with the result and a good two days; Ups and downs, but we managed to do the win. A perfect 
rally.” 
Cave’s four fastest stage times in the Morris Lubricants DMS Citroën just weren’t enough at the end, but he man-
aged to hold off the charging Osian Pryce & Dale Furniss, who closed to within ten seconds of their fellow Welsh 
crew by the last run through Langton’s famous spectator stage. 
Culina Palletforce Racing crew John MacCrone and Phil Pugh had set a great early pace on Friday, staying within 
eight seconds of Korhonen after four stages. But brake problems and a bent rear axle dropped them down the order, 
eventually retiring with broken front suspension in the Duns remote service on Saturday lunchtime. 
DGM Sport’s Alastair Fisher and Gordon Noble had already taken the mantle of chasing crew and ran second on the 
road throughout Saturday. But in the end they were overhauled by a charging Cave, now second in the points ta-
bles, while also succumbing to advances by Pryce to finish fourth with setup difficulties. 
Pryce’s event just got better and better, posting a pair of fastest times on stages 12 and 13 to cement a fine third 
place on what was a fast, furious and ultra-competitive blast through the Scottish Borders lanes. 
Ending the rally as they started in fifth place, were Ulstermen Jonny Greer and Jonny Hart, who enjoyed the stages 
when they were dry, but struggled like many others with Saturday’s early damp conditions. 
2012 Pirelli Star Driver Mark Donnelly and his co-driver Dai Roberts had an imperfect event, struggling with setup 
and grip and finally a troublesome downshift in their DGM Sport car. They managed sixth, having climbed from an 
early tenth place, but never bettered fifth fastest on the stages and will look forward to the Scottish, rather than back 
on the Jim Clark. 

The BRC Teams Cup is now a dead-heat for first place, DGM Sport and Morris Lubricants DMS level on 38 
points, with Peter Taylor’s ninth place enough to keep Culina Palletforce Racing in touch in third. 
Topping the BRC’s RallyTwo runners in his Fiesta R2 was the 2012 Irish Billy Coleman Award winner Daniel 
McKenna, in what could have been a master class for local driver Garry Pearson. After a shaky start through his 
home town of Duns, Pearson, the 2012 British Junior Rally Champion with Tom Hynd alongside, had set about 
building an overnight lead of seventeen seconds. 
But pressure from McKenna and Arthur Kierans eventually found a chink; Pearson dropped to second on stage nine 
after a big spin and ended his day after an impact with a tree on stage ten. 
Round one RallyTwo winner Steve Røkland was delighted to slide into the vacant second spot, but it was to be short
-lived when, three stages later, the Norwegian and his English co-driver James Aldridge were overtaken for the 
place after just three more stages. 

Last year’s Twingo Renaultsport R2 Trophy winner Chris Ingram was on a charge, helped by the exit of then 
third-placed James Ford who crashed through a hedge, damaging his radiator and oil filter. Ingram and Stephen 
McAuley catapulted from fourth to second in two stages in the same car that he debuted just over a year ago. 
McKenna stayed out of trouble at the front, impressing en route to a 1 minute 40 second victory, enough to secure 
the second Pirelli Star Driver nomination of the season. At the finish in Kelso he admitted that it had been a tough 
event. But both crews hit trouble on the second run through the longest stages of the event, Abbey St Bathans. First 
Threlfall hit a tree, permanently ending his charge, then the Mckay’s gearbox mount broke, stranding them in the 
darkening stage. Using re-start rules they managed to complete Saturday, levelling the points with two rounds gone. 
Citroën UK continues to dominate the MSA British Manufacturers Championship and the prestigious Citroën Racing 
Trophy UK results and points tables followed those of the overall event and championship, the top six locked out by 
the DS3. McKenna took top Fiesta SportTrophy points and moves to within two of Røkland, while the Twingo Ren-
aultsport R1 Trophy UK is a tie between Mckay and Threlfall. 

Jon Armstrong took maximum points in the RAVENOL Oils Newcomers Trophy, extending his lead to eight 

points over David Carney who moves up from fifth. The Ulsterman admitted he was disappointed with fourteen place 
overall though, having damaged the rear of the car on Friday. 

Another son and father team Kit and Tim Leigh took the Mantis Best Presented Car Award for their immaculate 
Ford Fiesta R2 and with it a trophy, £250 and Mantis products. The award is voted on by championship scrutineers 
before each event, but their car was still pristine at the Kelso finish. further proof of their attention to detail. 
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Ross Hunter and co-driver Gary White used all of their 

skill and home event knowledge to record victory on round two 

of the NGK Spark Plugs BRC Challenge, the Jim Clark 

Rally, in the Scottish Borders. 
Hunter, who hails from St Boswell, ten miles to the south west 
of the event’s base, inherited the lead when last year’s series 
champions Richard Sykes and Simon Taylor left the road at speed after running wide into a ditch.  Whilst the inci-
dent removed a day long battle from the equation, the lead and win was well earned with the Borderer setting fast-
est times on four of the events stages. 

NGK BRCC leaders Russ Thompson & Andy Murphy added to their championship lead by taking a careful 

approach to an event, where they felt slightly off the ultimate pace, eventually rewarded with second place. Com-
pleting the podium, Steven Smith and Daniel Johnstone emerged triumphant from a day-long tussle with fellow 
Scotsman Gareth Wright who took class honours in RC5. Getting under way from Duns town centre in the gather-
ing dusk on Friday evening, the short blast round the streets saw Gareth Wright at the head of the time sheets with 
the whole top ten covered by seven and a half seconds as the field headed north to tackle the tricky Abbey St 
Bathans stage. Here, the car breaking nature of the Jim Clark came to the fore, as three of the ‘Challenge’s com-
petitors succumbed to a variety of problems over the course of the 16 stage miles. 
Richard Archer, who on the start line said he would be happy to be “here at the end of the day and somewhere 
near the front” suffered a terminal engine failure as he approached the flying finish, returnee Mark Gamble encoun-
tered fuel problems while Luke Pinder had his ‘Challenge end with a drive shaft failure. 
After completing stage three, the new for 2013 Tweedside, the field headed back to the overnight halt at Kelso Ser-
vice Park with Sykes leading by a comfortable 7.7 seconds from Hunter and 24.8 seconds ahead of championship 
leaders Russ Thompson. 
The action resumed on Saturday morning with cool, overcast conditions greeting the crews as they re-started from 
Kelso town square and damp roads after overnight rain hit the Kelso and Duns area. 
Heading into the day’s loops, rally leader Sykes was looking forward to a competitive day of action. 
“Ross (Hunter) has a powerful car which will give him an advantage on the power stages but my little Citroen and 
the way it handles should see us do well on the tighter, more 
technical ones. It’s going to be an interesting battle today.” he 
said. After the cancellation of the day’s first test, the 13 and a 
half mile Eccles stage, the crews got the day’s competitive 
action under way through Swinton and the famous cross-
roads and it was here where the rally was effectively decided 
as Sykes & Taylor had an ‘incident’. 
“We came over a right six, the back end stepped into the 
verge which sucked us in.” explained Taylor. He continued, “It 
then spat us back out and put us through a hedge at 80 miles 
per hour. We got the car back on the road eventually but had 
to change a puncture and obviously we dropped a lot of 
time.” 
With the crew from the West Midlands down to tenth, Hunter 
and White eked out their lead over Thompson by a further 
eight seconds over the course of stage nine, with the young 
Lancastrian focused on securing the second place. 
A major fire on Stage 10 involving a car in the national com-
petition caused the NGK BRCC runners to come to a trun-
cated end as the ensuing delays resulted in three of the four 
remaining stages being cancelled, the final test to be run be-
ing the scheduled second run through Langton. 
Newly registered Des Campbell and Alex Orr piloted their ex 
Peugeot 206 Cup motor to fifth overall and the head of the 
RC3 class, while in the Fiesta SportChallenge one-make 

series, 19 year old Aaron McClure & Tom Woodburn 
headed the results, coming home in sixth position. In the Clio 
172 Rally Cup, Mike Threlfall & Rob Harrison took the se-

ries honours by virtue of a tenth place overall finish. 

Jim Clark 

Rally 

www.drhphotography.org.uk   
Or 07858-880511  

http://www.drhphotography.org.uk/


Arron Newby bounced back from his recent disap-
pointment of retiring from the Manx National Rally with 
another superb performance to take a top seven plac-
ing on this weekend’s Jim Clark National Rally.  
Contesting the latest round of the REIS Get Con-
nected MSA Asphalt Rally Championship on the 
closed public roads around the Scottish border, the 18-
year-old Lancastrian battled against tricky damp condi-
tions and the more powerful cars to claim a class win 
in the Pirelli-sponsored and TEG Sport -prepared Su-
baru Impreza. 
Keen to lay the ghost to rest after crashing out on last 
year’s event, Newby along with Manx co driver Rob 
Fagg didn’t do their confidence much good when a 
high speed moment on the Abbey St Bathans stage on 
Friday night saw them scrape a wall but they reached 
the overnight halt in 16th overall and sixth in class. 
Damp patches greeted the crews for day two and 
Newby made a steady start to climb into the top ten 
overall before upping the pace as the day progressed. It wasn’t long before he was up to eighth overall, taking the 
class lead in the process and with one last push on the final stage in the wet; he elevated himself to a fantastic sev-
enth overall and also took the class win. 
Arron Newby: “I was a little bit nervous after crashing out last year and then last night, when the car started swap-
ping ends at high speed, I held my breath and we were lucky to get away with just catching a wall. It was all quite 
new to me but it’s all part of the learning process and we came away with a good result all things considered. Once 
again thanks to Rob, the TEG Sport team as well as the marshals and organisers and it’s great to claim yet another 
class win.”  
Stuart Newby, TEG Sport Team Owner: “It was important that Arron bounced back in positive fashion after the Manx 
and also what happened here last year and we couldn’t have asked any more from him. We came with the intention 
of finishing inside the top ten and we achieved that. This was a new experience as the sheer high speeds are like 
nowhere else and the data showed the car was doing 130mph at times! But Arron got round, learned a lot and will 
build on this unique experience. The Pirelli tyres were again fantastic and the car never missed a beat so we will 
come back next year and aim to improve further.” 

Class podium for Brown on  
Jim Clark National rally  

Rochdales Steve Brown enjoyed a very successful Jim 
Clark National rally event last weekend when he finished 
second in class in the MSA Asphalt Championship. 
It was the first time Brown had contested the popular 
Kelso-based event which runs on closed public roads in 
the Scottish Borders. 
The rally started with three stages on Friday evening. The 
first was a short stage in Duns town centre in front of a 
huge crowd of spectators. Brown took his Mintex Racing, 
Fuchs Titan Race, 710 Oil's, PIAA and Sabelt UK-backed 
Nissan Micra 1300 to second in the championship class 
battle. The very challenging Abbey St Bathans stage was 
next up, 16 miles of twisty and bumpy lanes which always 
causes problems for a lot of crews. Brown and co-driver Paul Stringer had a clear run though and they rounded off 
Friday evening with the Tweedside stage which included a huge jump where the Micra flew through the air. 
“The Friday stages went well,” said Brown. “The Abbey stage was a big test, the roads are so tricky there and it 
would be very easy to crash out of the event. We had a decent run through though. The jump on the Tweedside 
stage was good fun!” 
Day two of the rally had eight stages including two runs of the Swinton stage which featured the famous Swinton Mill 
crossroads where many a car has come to grief. Brown negotiated the crossroads with no problems but was caught 
out in another part of the stage when his car hit a patch of gravel and slid head on into a tree. Although the body-
work was damaged the radiator, steering and handling of the car were fine so Brown was able to continue. 
With a finish vital for his championship hopes Brown did not push too hard in the remaining stages but he was quick 
enough to hold his second in the championship class position.  
“What an event it was, a real challenge and I’m delighted to get a finish on my Jim Clark debut. We couldn’t afford a 
retirement so we were lucky the incident with the tree didn’t force us out. The stages were brilliant and we had a 
great time. Thank you to the team and all our sponsors for the support which allowed us to contest the event.”  

 

 ▀▄▀▄ Songasport 



Three friends married women from different parts of the world. 

The first man married a Greek girl. He told her that she was to do 

the dishes and house cleaning. It took a couple of days, but on the 

third day he came home to see a clean house and dishes washed 

and put away. ... 

The second man married a Thai girl. He gave his wife orders that 

she was to do all the cleaning, dishes and the cooking. The first 

day he didn't see any results but the next day he saw it was bet-

ter. By the third day he saw his house was clean, the dishes were 

done, and there was a huge dinner on the table. 

The third man married a girl from Wigan. He ordered her to keep 

the house cleaned, dishes washed, lawn mowed, laundry washed, 

and hot meals on the table for every meal........ 

The first day he didn't see anything, the second day he didn't see 

anything either but by the third day, some of the swelling had 

gone down and he could see a little out of his left eye and his arm 

was healed enough that he could fix himself a sandwich and load 

the dishwasher. 

Monster Energy British Rallycross Championship  

Mallory Park 
LYNCH RESCUES PODIUM ON TOUGH WEEKEND 

 

Wigan racer Tony Lynch was able to rescue a podium finish from a difficult week-
end as the Monster Energy British Rallycross Championship returned to Mallory 
Park for the fourth round of the year. 
Westhoughton-based Tony made the trip to the Leicestershire circuit looking to 
build on his first win in the BMW MINI class in the previous round at Knockhill, with 
hopes high of challenging for top honours for the second successive meeting. 
It would prove to be a challenging weekend for 
the Lucas Oil Team Geriatric driver however, 
with damage to his car sustained in a heavy 
landing during the second of three heats play-
ing a part in him only qualifying in fourth place 
for the final. 
Despite that, Tony remained optimistic about 
his chances at the wheel of his ever-improving 
car, but he was unable to make up a place at 
the start when he was forced to back off while 
trying to go three-wide into the opening corner. 
Eager to try and make up places, Tony was 
unfortunately left battling simply to get his car to 
the finish when a heavy landing on the same 
bump that had caught him out during the heats 
left him with damaged suspension, with his fo-
cus then being to make it to the chequered flag 
to pick up vital points for his championship 
challenge. 
A late puncture for rival David Bell allowed 
Tony to make up a position before the finish to 
claim third spot, but it was very much a case of 
what might have been after a weekend that 
saw him slip to third place in the championship 
standings. 
“On paper, third seems like a decent result, but 
if I’m being honest, I’m disappointed that we’ve 
not come away from the weekend with a lot 
more,” he said. “We headed to Mallory on a 
real high after the win at Knockhill and were 
confident that we’d be right in the mix for victory 
again, but it just didn’t go our way. 
“In the heats, I had a solid enough run in race 
one but then in race two, I moved off-line to try 
and get more a clearer view through the dust 
and hit a bump in the circuit which caused dam-
age to the radiator and cost me a place. In the 
end, I was on row two for the final and I hoped 
to be able to follow Kris Hudson at the start but 
he got away slowly and I ended up boxed in at 
turn one. 
“Despite that, I thought we could still challenge 
at the front until the suspension got damaged 
and from then on, it was a case of getting the 
points. I’m not afraid to admit that we were 
gifted third when David had his puncture, but 
I’m not going to turn down the extra points. 
“It’s disappointing we don’t have better results 
from the weekend but this is just one of those 
that we have to put behind us and make sure 
we come back stronger when we head to Bel-
gium for the next round.” 

Lucas Oil Team Geriatric 

A recent article in the Kentucky Post reported that a woman, one 

Anne Maynard, has sued St. Luke's Hospital.  She said that after 

her husband was treated there recently, he had lost all interest in 

sex. 

A hospital spokesman replied, "Mr. Maynard was actually admit-

ted in Ophthalmology - all we did was correct his eyesight..." 



Bean Gets Swedish Chance 
15-year-old Junior British Rallycross competitor Charlie 
Bean from Northallerton has been offered a unique op-
portunity to compete in at least one round of the FIA 
European Rallycross Championship within the all new 
JRX (Junior Rallycross) category.  
The invite came from 14-times European champion and now 
Citroen team boss, Kenneth Hansen who is involved with 
promotion of the new Junior Championship. Kenneth made a 
call to Charlie's father Johny highlighting an interest in Char-
lie's British campaigns and offered the chance to race a full 
specification 4WD JRX car at round six in Sweden on July 
6/7th of the newly reformed FIA endorsed series. 
The Swedish event has a huge history on the European Ral-
lycross tour and is often referred to as one of the best events on the calendar and while being branded 'The Magic 
Weekend' will see over 27,000 spectators descend on the Hljes circuit amongst a wealth of world class talent who 
will deliver an array of high quality racing over the two day festival. 
The recently rebranded championship, RallycrossRX, is currently going through a major transformation by series 
promoter, IMG who are bringing some world class names to the competition with the likes of American superstars 
Brian Deegan, Tanner Foust and also Norwegian former World Rally champion Petter Solberg who is already 
stamping his authority on the leaderboard in fifth place overall in what can be described as one of the most competi-
tive and toughest championships for years. 
Charlie is also making an appeal to potential sponsors to allow him to springboard to the next level in Rallycross and 
is inviting any companies, local or otherwise to offer investment which will allow him to compete, for now at the Hljes 
event, with possible scope for future opportunity at the remaining rounds in 2013. The event will be televised live on 
Eurosport and highlighted footage will be repeated during the following weeks, potentially reaching 450 million 
homes. 
Charlie Bean:  "I'm completely over the moon that Kenneth Hansen called my dad with the invite. I'm only in 
my second season of British Rallycross in the Junior Swift category and although it has been a long learn-
ing curve I am now as quick as the other guys and I finished last year's championship in second place over-
all as well as taking the GP title. I regularly race against Kevin Hansen, Kenneth's youngest son, in the Brit-
ish Championship and we have become good friends as a result, it would be great to challenge him at his 
home circuit. I have secured some funding to help make this happen but we still have a way to go so I'm ap-
pealing to any businesses or supporters to make a donation to help make an ultimate dream come true. In 
return there will be a huge amount of publicity as well as the live TV coverage, media presence and masses 
of RX fans; we also will be pushing a planned promotional campaign. I'm really hopeful that potential inves-
tors will come forward so that I can prove to them the value of sponsorship in European Rallycross." 
Johny Bean:  "I'm humbled that Charlie has this opportunity and to be honest he fully deserves a shot. His 
race craft has improved so much since he started racing in March last year that he has now gained the con-
fidence he needs to actually win races and this is only the beginning for Charlie. I have temporarily stood 
down from my own British Rallycross championship campaign to allow for funds to help him further, sadly 
it's not quite enough and we would welcome any help, no matter how small, to realise a dream for both him 
and me. It's not often that kids get the breaks they deserve these days but it's so important to recognise 
fresh talent to help keep Rallycross in a growing trend. I'm personally involved with the development of the 

British Junior Rallycross Acad-
emy and we have received so 
much support to help all of the 
youngsters progress through the 
ranks and hopefully one day en-
joy payday as a professional 
driver. You only have to look at 
the likes of Liam Doran and An-
drew Jordan, both of these guys 
started as Junior Rallycross driv-
ers and are now extremely tal-
ented motorsport professionals 
capable of winning any major ti-
tle." 
Anyone wishing to discuss opportu-
nities can contact Johny Bean by 
emailing JB@CJBMotorsport.com 
or by telephoning 07907 375663. 
Further information is available at 
www.RallycrossRX.com. 

SD34MSG Inter-Club  
Table Top Rally Challenge 

Round 3 
Tuesday July 2nd 

Map 103 
Venue  -  CDMC 

at Waddington Sports & Social 
Club 

Waddington, Nr Clitheroe    
M/R 103   731  437    

Clerk of Course  :  Steve Butler 

Round 4 
To Be Organised by Pendle & DMC 

Date & Venue to be Announced               

Current standings 

Pos  Name Points               
  =1  Steve Butler      22 

  =1  Terry Martin      22 

    3  Maurice Ellison      19  

  =4  Matt Worden      16 

  =4  Tony Vart      16 

  =4  Steve Lewis      16 

    7  Matt Kiziuk      14 

    8  Chris Woodcock      12 

  =9  Sam Hargreaves       10 

  =9  Danny Hartley       10 

  =9  Paul Buckel      10 

=10  Gavin Holmes        8 

=10  Ian Farnworth        8 

  12  Jez Turner        7 

=13  Pete Whittaker        5 

=13  Dave Whittaker        5 

mailto:JB@CJBMotorsport.com
http://www.rallycrossrx.com/


Johnson takes victory but praises youngsters efforts 
MICRA man Steve Johnson was delighted after the Accrington ace won his 
class at the Keith Frecker Memorial Stages near Blackpool. 
But he chose to heap special praise on young drivers Steven Terry, from 
Whittle-le-Woods and Matt Faulkner, who both compete for Under 17 Motor 
Club (North West). “Matt’s only 17 but he drove magnificently to take third 
in his class, a great effort,” said Johnson. 

“Matt built his own car, but had never raced at Weeton, but he handled 
it really well. “He equalled my time on the last three stages while 
Steve also produced a brilliant performance to get second in his 
class. 
“It is really positive for motorsport to see these young drivers coming 
through.” Johnson is now firmly in the hunt for the ANWCC Champi-
onship after winning his class on the Llanbedr stages last month. That 
result was enough to also give Johnson the lead in the new Micra 
K11 Challenge. 
“The car is going really well right now – hopefully we can push on.” 
The Accrington driver and his 21- year-old daughter Hazel are both in 
splendid form this season with Hazel landing a creditable fourth over-
all in her class last weekend. 

Her father added: “Unfortunately, Hazel’s front wheel hit a pot hole and the puncture cost her two and a half minutes, 

but she did really well again.” The next event is Lymm on the 23rd of June                    Lancashire Telegraph 

Hazel 2,  Weeton 1 – The real result of The Keith 
Frecker Stages – Hazel Johnson/Steve Butler 

This was Hazel’s third visit to Weeton (if you count the North West 

Stages as one visit). The first visit last year was to be cruelly cut short 
with a broken drive shaft two stages from the end so she was deter-
mined to finish this one – despite the insistence of a marshal that we 
should pull over and cut to the service area with nothing more than 
what turned out to be a bent rim. She was having none of that! More 
later. ‘Twas a blistering hot summers day and after scrutineering & 

signing on we returned to the service area we were sharing with Matt 
Faulkner to be greeted with bacon and sausage butties courtesy of 

Matt’s mum, who kept us well fed and watered throughout the day. Cheers Mrs F. However, there was rallying to be 
done. Four 998cc Micras in the mix - Hazel & Myself, Steve Johnson and Dave Barratt in another from Steve’s fleet, 
Matt with his boss Andy Middlehurst and Steve & Dave Terry all lining up for an interesting scrap towards the back 

of the field. The smart money was on Steve J to win the class with it being Matt and Steve T’s first visit to Weeton, 
but we were all determined not to make it easy for him. Sadly, none of us made much of an impression on the first 
stage and Mr J charged into the lead. With some encouragement from me (well, shouting actually) Stage 2 saw Ha-
zel lopping almost 20 seconds off her Stage 1 time. This was more like it. However, everyone else was improving 
and our position was not helped on Stage 4 when we picked up a slow puncture which deflated the front offside tyre 

just enough for us to badly bend the rim on a particularly rough step from tarmac to concrete, making the wheel clout 
the suspension with a disconcerting thud on every revolution. Didn’t stop Hazel though, as she politely informed me 
that a marshal who appeared to be asking her to pull over and cut to service, could “bugger off, we want a time!”. 
Costing us over a minute, we were on the back foot. It was up to the others to dent Steve J’s pride. New wheel fitted 
and we were still in the game. By about half-way I’d toned down the “encouragement” to the occasional “keep your 

foot down”, but Hazel insisted that being shouted at her made her drive faster. Who am I to disagree? She was less 
impressed, however, by Steve Terry’s insistence on letting her know that he’d caught us up by the end of the last 
few stages. Tut, tut.  The heat was beginning to take its toll and latter stages were getting to be hard work, especially 
without power steering. Nonetheless, reasonably consistent times and, most importantly, a finish, were the order of 

the day. We finished 38th overall. Okay, there were only 38 finishers but so what?. 

It was a cracking way to spend a Sunday on a summer’s day. In the final reckoning 
Steve Johnson won the class with Steve Terry second and Matt third. A closer in-
spection of the results will reveal that young Mr Faulkner was quicker than Mr 
Johnson and Mr Terry on the last three stages – the youngsters are snapping at 
your heels, Steve! 

So to the thankyous. Thanks to Hazel for deafening me with the screaming as we 
went through the chicane on the back straight almost flat. It was definitely flat. 
Thanks to the Faulkners for their superb hospitality. Thanks to organisers for a 
cracking event – ran like a charm. And thanks for the marshals for giving up one of 
the few hot weekends so we can have our fun.                                 

 Steve Butler – from the left hand seat of Car 50. 

The Keith Frecker Memorial  

Weeton Stages  
Sunday 9th June 

Phil James  
PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY  

TEL: 01772 69-00-34   
MOB:      07771 76-86-57  

EMAIL:     phil@pro-rally.co.uk  

 

Photographs courtesy of 

mailto:phil@pro-rally.co.uk


TOYOTA HARLECH  

LLANBEDR STAGES RALLY 
26 MAY 2013  

 The Toyota Harlech sponsored Llanbedr Stages 

Rally at Llanbedr Airfield near Harlech in North Wales 

at a brand new multi use venue run by Harlech & Dis-

trict Motor Club and a round of the ANWCC Stage 

Rally Championship comprising 50 stage miles over 

6 stages of very fast open and very smooth tarmac/ 

concrete roads on the large airfield venue along with 

some narrow perimeter roads together with some 

tight chicanes and hairpins thrown in the mix for good 

measure. Its actually a brilliant venue for a rally and I 

really enjoyed the thrash. 

 We set off Saturday afternoon from home with the car, van and 

trailer a bit later than hoped with a 3 hour drive but arrived at the 

venue about 5pm unloaded the car, noise, scrutineering and sign-

ing on completed and it was off to find the campsite about 4 miles 

from the venue, pitch the tents and then off to the pub for a nice 

meal and relaxation. 

 The rally was very popular with a good entry including MSA Brit-

ish Rally Championship front runners Tom Cave and Osian Pryce 

both out for a bit of pre Jim Clark Rally tarmac testing in their Cit-

roen DS3RTs, other entries included Lyndon Barton in his 2.5litre 

Millington Diamond engined Mark 2 Escort aka the Tangerine 

Dream, Oliver Davies in his similar Escort aka The Blue Bullet. 

Recent Lee Holland Rally winner Wil “Bach” Owen in another Mil-

lington engined Escort all potential winners along with quite a few 

other potential victors. 

 65 cars started the event and with Jason McTear in the co-

drivers seat and Jason’s brother Dominic servicing for us I took 

the opportunity along with quite a few other crews to walk part of 

the first stage (it was much too long to walk the whole of it) to get 

a feel for the venue and the layout of the stage and look for places 

where we might gain a bit of time in the process. We started 

Stage 1 everything going OK until we came to the cautioned nar-

row gate posts which I had observed on the walk as a potential 

place for saving a bit of time, On cold tyres but that wasn’t the real 

problem I don’t think, Jason called “caution gates” and I thought 

stupidly we can go up a gear here and we did, Wrong! We went through the gates about 100mph with a long right 

after it into a tight slow 90 left, we were never going to stop in time, hard on the brakes for the next 90 left and I just 

lost it with a big high speed spin which seemed to go on for ages very luckily not hitting anything but off on the grass 

and stalled the engine losing 15 seconds or so. Restart and continue with me thinking I won’t be doing that again in 

a hurry, at least not today. 

 The stage furniture for the chicanes was the metal barriers that link together that you see at all sorts of events for 

crowd control but are not very forgiving should you hit one. Tom Cave spun into one and broke the rear and side 

windows on the Citroen DS3 but continued with cardboard taped in place for the rest of the day and a few other 

crews had altercations with the barriers at various times. They are very solid and unforgiving of mistakes. 

 The event moved on and we had great fun in the car even though it was physically quite demanding and I was 

knackered by the end. Note to self must get fitter. We finished 20th overall, Lyndon Barton / Andrew Bowen eventu-

ally won after a dead heat with Mark Jones/ Christopher Brierley in the BMW with the tie decider of fastest on the 

first stage deciding the result. Tom Cave / Ieuan Thomas finished 3rd in the Citroen DS3 and Osian Pryce/ Dale Fur-

niss 4th in another Citroen DS3. Gwyn Thomas / John Roberts Ford Puma 4X4 were 5th. Wil Owen dropped to 9th on 

the last stage after the gear lever broke. The high speed stages were very hard on engines and brakes with 12 cars 

retiring with engine problems of one sort or another. 

 Great to have a new rally venue well done Harlech & District Motor Club for putting on a well run well received 

event. Heres to the next one. 

 John Gorton   (Clitheroe & DMC) 



Intercom Woes Cost Allingham Dear 

MSA Welsh Rally Championship front running crew 

Alex Allingham and Chris Williams scored their second 
podium of the year on last weekends treacherously 

slippy Severn Valley National Rally when they finished 
third overall and 1st in class. 

Allingham from Stalybridge and Williams from Barrow-
in-Furness were hoping that they could get back to win-

ning ways and claim their second victory of the year, 

but the Riverside Property Services supported crew 
knew that they would have to turn the formbook upside down in or-
der to do so with some fierce competition in the form of Northern 

Irishman Connor McCloskey in his Subaru Impreza WRC.  
As the crews left the event’s base in Builth Wells in Mid Wales tor-

rential rain greeted crews and the Kumho Tyres shod Subaru Im-
preza N10 of Allingham and Williams got off to a superb start setting 

joint fastest time along with Sebastian Ling/Aled Rees (Evo 9) over 
the opening five mile Crychan West test whilst their rival McCloskey 

spun and stalled in the stage and lost 11.8 seconds to the flying Al-
lingham. Allingham and Williams flying start was to be short lived 

though, as the intercom failed before the very next test meaning Al-
lingham couldn’t hear Williams’ all important pacenote instructions. 

With two stages of the morning loop remaining before service where they could replace the offending item, they had 
to resort to reading pacenotes using just hand signals. 

Even with the lack of pacenotes for stages 2 and 3 the pairing still managed to set top three stage times but heading 

into the midday Service Halt the Richard Allingham Cars supported crew had surrendered their lead to Ling/Rees 
and now found themselves 13.4 seconds in arrears. The intercom problems also had allowed McCloskey to close 
the gap to just 0.6 seconds meaning that Allingham and Williams would have to push hard over the afternoon loop of 

three more stages. 
The rain continued to pour during the afternoon and the slippy surface made conditions difficult and grip levels un-

predictable, however undeterred Allingham and Williams pushed hard in the fourth stage, the Higgins Rally School 
supported crew setting third fastest time but try as they might they couldn’t fend off McCloskey and his power advan-

tage losing their second place. The longest stage of the rally at slightly over nine miles came next and again Alling-

ham and Williams pushed hard, again setting third fastest time in the test but they couldn’t stop McCloskey and with 
it the chance of a win was all but gone. Realising they had a comfortable 44 second cushion going into the final and 

sixth stage, they decided to take the sensible option of consolidating their position and backed off over the remaining 
5 miles securing an excellent third overall and winning Group N by a comfortable 43.6 second margin as the crews 

returned to the finish in Builth Wells. More importantly for Allingham and Williams though was they claimed second 
in the Welsh Championship points due to Ling/Rees not being registered for points in the series. The strong result 

and haul of championship points has moved the crew up to third overall in the standings just 11 points off the lead 
with three rounds remaining. 

29 year old Allingham said, “Today hasn’t been easy, the stages were treacherous and grip levels were unpredict-
able, you’d have grip and suddenly you’d have none. Usually we get a dry and dusty day on this event. We knew on 

paper before the event we were going to be up against it with the more powerful cars. When we realised the time 
we’d set in the opening stage though we thought we were really in with a chance of a win today. Unfortunately it 

wasn’t to be and the little bit of bad luck with the intercom cost us dear, it meant I couldn’t hear Chris on the notes 
and we had to resort to hand signals, which at 100mph obviously isn’t ideal, especially when we knew we still had to 

push. We said prior to today that we would do all we could to keep Connor honest in the chase for the championship 
and I think we did that; he put his foot down this afternoon though. On paper third overall was where we realistically 

would’ve liked to finish and anything better was a bonus. Obviously the second place in the points is massively im-
portant for the championship and we’ll keep pushing on the Nicky Grist. Again, I’d like to thank Chris for his effort 

and faultless performance on the notes (and hand signals), all our service team and obviously our sponsors, River-
side Property Services, Kumho Tyres, Higgins Rally School and Richard Allingham Cars for their continued support, 

we wouldn’t be standing on the podium today without them.” 
Allingham and Williams will return to action on the fifth round of the MSA Welsh Rally Championship, the Nicky Grist 

Stages, again based in the town of Builth Wells on Saturday 13th July where the event will use forests such as Half-

way, Route 60 and Crychan covering 45 miles of stages.              Chris Williams   :  Clitheroe & DMC 



Shiels STeps up 
The Quiet before the Storm… 

Georgia Shiels has returned to rallying with a huge 
STep or should be leap ….  After passing her driving 
test first time with no minors, it was now time for to join 
the ‘senior’s at the tender age of 17 … At last the A 
level first year exams are over and may the competition 
commence !   
After completing her first year in the Brick & Steel Jun-
ior 1000 Rally Championship in her precious first love 
her 1.0 Nissan Micra….  
Georgia grabbed the opportunity to test drive a poten-
tial new rally car, the 2.0i Fiesta ST and a partnership in 
heaven began!  The Fiesta came home with her that 
very day, her dad (chief mechanic, sponsor and all 
round brilliant dad) was overjoyed to return to his roots, 
a Ford car!   
So to testing and the real rallying world of gravel and 
trees!  Georgia insisted that the first test be flat out at 
all times …..  Loving the acceleration and speed of the 
amazing 2.0 engine!  So thrilled to be throwing the car 
into corners leaving dust storms and gravel in her 
wake. 
As the testing had gone exceptionally well and after fur-
ther investigation with the ways of the ‘big boy’ rallies; 
recceing, longer stages and  the biggest transitions to 
be mastered were pacenotes and gravel !   
At last the entry was sent off ……  

First event on the 22
nd

 June, the DMACK Car-
lisle Stages .  Georgia is incredibly excited to be en-
tering the woods onto some brilliant stages.  Discover-
ing what the famous Special Stage ‘Killer Kielder’ has 
planned for Georgia and her International co-driver, 
Chris Davies. 
After this event Georgia plans to learn, learn and learn 
even more, much more seat time and watch out for her 
next STep ……..  Exciting times indeed. 
So there we are at scrutineering on the Saturday morn-
ing and someone has misplaced the cars msa logbook. 
Cant be found anywhere - so its a none start! 
 ‘Like’ Georgia Shiels Rallying on Facebook for regular 
updates, videos and pictures! 

Swift Group backed Matt Edwards with Co-Driver Sam 
Collis took a fine 4th Overall in the R.A.C Rally Champi-
onship round at the Carlisle Stages, despite battling with 
exhuast problems throughout the 45 mile event. 
The duo would display signs of their future potential, set-
ting top 5 overall times from start to finish despite their 
woes caused by a first stage compression damaging the 
exhaust system on their Mk2 Escort. 
With the latest round of the championship being only Ed-
wards 4th event start in rear wheel drive machinery, and 
hence following two early retirments, the pairing would be 
amazed at the mid-day service to be in 5th place overall, 
just seconds in front of former British Rally Champion 
Tapio Laukkanen after a fraught morning, explained the 
28yr old Welshman; 
"All had started well in the opening miles of the first stage, 
and I immediately felt more confident with the car after 
altering the brake bias and my seat position since the last 
event, but unfortunately we hit a comression which dam-
aged the fixing of the exhaust to the car which resulted in 
it parting company just after the manifold. We tried to fix it 
after the stage at the expense of our scheduled tyre 
change, but to no avail, so we were left with little rear trac-
tion for the longer stages of the morning and not being 
able to hear the 'notes from Sam, so we are suprised to 
have dropped so little time to the leaders!" 
Further rather unique challenges faced the crew in service 
to repair the system before being allowed to leave for the 
afternoon stages due to the decibel level of the ailing ma-
chine, as Edwards and Collis were to repair the problem 
themselves, competing without a support crew on this oc-
casion. This would see the crew leaving service with sec-
onds to spare, still wearing mechanics oversuits, but with 
determination to carry on still very much intact. 
With the situation improved but not resolved, a gutsy dis-
play from the experienced pair would see them haul fur-
ther up the results with some impressive times on the re-
run loop of stages, losing out on a podium finish by just 
ten seconds, demonstrating their potential for further im-
provement as experience with the handing and traction of 
their historic spec' machine increased. 
"Of course we are thrilled with the end result of today, we 
have worked very hard for it, but enjoyed every minute of 
the challenge it has been nonetheless" explained a re-
lieved Edwards at the Carlisle finish; 
"We really got to grips with the car today and have made 
a big step closer to the leading crews whos pace we have 
aspired to get close to sometime during the year. To get 
to within 1s a mile at this stage gives us great confidence 
moving forward and we are already looking forward to the 
next event." 



BUTTERWORTH BLASTS  
TO SHAW SUCCESS 

Ross Butterworth scored a dominant victory on 

Whickham & District Motor Club’s Shaw Trophy 

Rally, taking fastest time on 11 out of the 14 tests 

to come home a clear winner from the A-H Sprite 

of second placed Simon Parsons/ Jessica Dickson, 

whose challenge received an early setback with a 

maximium on only the second test. 

Despite having a clear date in the competition cal-

endar, the Shaw Trophy attracted a rather sparse 

entry of just 20 crews, possibly as a result of a dire 

lack of pre-event publicity. The format was enticing however, with some 14 tests, mostly located in farmyards and 

two regularities to keep the navigators happy. 

 The opening test at Northside Farm saw Neil and Norrie Campbell’s Mark 1 Escort set the early pace but Butter-

worth soon got into his stride, quickest by a considerable margin at Whitchester where a hard charging Parsons/ 

Dickson understeered into a stout metal post, causing severe damage to the cars n/s wing, this on it’s first outing 

after a 12 month rebuild. 

Butterorth was again quickest on the next test which preceded a regularity which started just off the A68 at Stag-

shaw and meandered round the yellows past Ryal and Ingoe where the Gilbern Genie of Mike Smailes/ Bryan Smith 

fared best, losing just 4 seconds, Parsons/Dickson were on 9 and Stuart Bankier. David Alexander (MG Midget) on 

14. 

A tricky test at South Bradford saw the Campbells head Parsons and the BMW 2002 of Neil Morrison/ Tom Douglas 

while Bankier/ Alexander posted the events first retirement when a halfshaft sheared .  The rally moved on to Beech-

field, scene of no fewer than four of the events tests. Parsons/ Dickson flew over the first one to redress some of the 

damage caused on test two, while Butterworth took the next two to head for lunch with almost a full minutes lead 

over Morrison/ Douglas with Parsons/ Dickson pulling back up to third place. Sadly the Campbell’s long journey 

down from Pitlochry proved to be a fruitless trip when their Escorts clutch cable snapped, without a spare they re-

tired while lying 5th and in contention for a podium place. 

The afternoon session was dominated by Butterworth, who was to be quickest on all of the remaining seven tests, 

the tight nature of some of them proving to be no handicap to the Escort driver. A second regularity which ran from 

Bolam to Hartburn saw the SAAB 96 of David Heirs/ Richard Welsh drop just 3 seconds, Butterworth was on 4 and 

Parsons / Dickson and Sally-Ann Hewitt/ Mark Lewis ( Mini Cooper) just behind on 5. Butterworth was again quick-

est round the two tight tests at Meldon Grain Silos where there were a wrong test saw the Lancia Fulvia of Nicholas 

and Judith Grasse drop back down , while Morrison/ Douglas saw a podium position disappear with a maximum on 

the penultimate test. 

An enjoyable event with a popular format, which all the competitors enjoyed the Shaw Trophy deserves a much lar-

ger entry and then organisers would do well to copy the effort some other events put into publicising their events.  

 

RESULTS : 
1.   Ross Butterworth/ Andrew Fish    Ford Escort MK1            5:37 
2.   Simon Parsons/ Jessica Dickson    Austin Healey Sprite      18:03 
3.   Mike Smailes / Bryan Smith            Gilbern genie                   19:21 
4.   David Heirs / Richard Welsh           SAAB 96                          20:59 
5.   Sally-Ann Hewitt/ Mark Lewis         Mini Cooper                     22:26 
6.   Gordon Craigs / Ben Craigs           MGB                                22:29 
7.   Ken Forrest/ Douglas Forrest         Austin Metro                    25:37 
8.   Neil Morrison/ Tom Douglas           BMW 2002 ti                    25:45 
9.   Nicholas Grasse / Judith Grasse     Lancia Fulvia                  27:57 

 

 Targa Rally 
1st. David Lewis/ Dan Lewis           Ford Escort MK1          16:05       

Report from Ed Graham  (Hexham &DMC),  16. 06. 2013 



Now I know why it was always referred to as ‘Flaming June’ and that is 

because it’s not been much flaming good to me ! First I advertised on 

British Rally Forum that I was looking for a navigator for the GPMC Me-

morial. Within ten minutes I got a reply from Clive Jones of Welshpool 

who kindly volunteered. I was absolutely made up because I love doing 

the Memorial. I had acquired another 306 Rallye identical to my old one 

and we set about transferring all my kit off the old shell.  I had stuffed 

one of my front coilovers which I had not realised at the time I did it (I 

am usually such a careful driver) So I had to very quickly order a new 

pair, when they arrived there was only one spring so had to apply great 

pressure to get the missing spring delivered in time. Anticipation of the 

event was building up and I couldn’t wait to get out there again. Friday 

at 5-45pm the car was ready and sounding sweet. That night I put £40-

00 petrol in it and went out onto Birkrigg Common to set up the spot lamps and do a few last checks. Everything 

seemed well and the excitement was really building up. Saturday drove down to Garstang and pulled into a garage 

near the start. Mmm, decisions shall I just run half a tank of fuel ?  No, I decided I will fill it, then if we are dropping 

time at petrol we will have no need to stop. I went into scrutineering and noise was fine but Roger noticed a fuel 

leak just ahead of the rear wheel. I can’t pass it like that Paul, see if you can sort it. Off I went onto the car park 

where I had a natter with Tony Harrison who said he sometimes got a run off if he over filled his car so I decided to 

give it a run round and try to drip or burn off some juice. When I got back to the start Tony came over and we tried 

bunging up the inner wing with tissue to try and get it through scrutineering but by the time I drove round there it 

was just as bad again. I went back to the car park and several people tried to help but particularly Derek and An-

drew Long who had the car jacked up and tried everything they could think of to help but all to no avail. In the 

meantime Clive Jones with his son Rob had arrived and I was totally gutted to have to explain to them that the car 

would not be running. I had arranged for Clives son to go round with Bob Hargreaves doing MTC 2 and results but 

he too was disappointed because they decided to go straight back home. Jeff Almond had come down to see the 

start but was not staying so he offered to follow me home to make sure I got back OK. So that was a very ignomini-

ous end to the Memorial for me.  

Anyway on the bright side Clive has not held a grudge and has agreed to do the Morecambe with me and talking of 

Morecambe brings me to the sad loss of Cath Simpson. I have always found Cath to be very friendly and totally 

dedicated to motor sport. She has been very good with the boys from Myerscough College and could always be 

depended on to help out and to fulfil her role as chief marshal. I 

gained immense respect for Cath a couple of years ago on the  

Morecambe rally where she was, yet again, chief marshal and 

even though she had just finished a course of chemotherapy 

which had left her very poorly she came out and stayed out all 

night even though she must have felt totally drained she still man-

aged a smile when I said ‘Why didn’t you go home Cath’ ‘Oh I 

couldn’t let everyone down’ was her reply. You will be sadly 

missed Cath.   

Yet on another brighter note, as I know Cath wanted everyone to 

remain upbeat, I will be doing the Lakeland Classic with Manurice 

Ellison (I got the spelling from his new jacket though we have al-

ways referred to him as Maurice) We are both very upbeat about 

this event and really looking forward to it. Manurice and I were at 

KLMC navigator training night on the 24th ( Manurice was sporting 

his new jacket) with Katy Mashiter trying to teach two old dogs 

new tricks (not easy) Incidentally Katy gave me a present which 

turned out to be a great photograph of the Mark 1 Escort digging 

up the muck on the Ilkley Jubillee this is on a desk mounting and 

is a lovely gift, cheers Katy xx. So with the car just taking a few 

last minute improvements at Mike Dents in Garstang and the Peu-

geot now sorted with a new fuel filler pipe all augers well for the 

Lakeland Classic and the Morecambe. Will be back next month 

with more tales of woe or glory (already working on the excuses !)  

TTFN Paul 

The Barrow Taxi Column aka Mr Paul Brereton 

CATH SIMPSON 

I am sorry to report that Cath Simpson has 

passed away - Cath has been the ANWCC  

top Marshal for many years, leading a team 

from Myerscough College on events all 

around the North-West.  

She will be very sadly missed by her stu-

dents, event organisers, competitors and her 

club, Morecambe CC where she undertook 

the role of Chief Marshal  

The funeral was held on Friday 28th June 
2.30pm at St Thomas, Garstang followed by 
a cremation at Lancaster Crematorium. 
Caths family asked that people wear rally 
gear. 



Mo’s Mutterings   
or   

‘Grumpy Old Git’  
gets on his  
Soap Box’  

 

I have now heard every joke imaginable 
about this - thank you all 

And YES you are probably correct - Full of it ! 

Now for a few apologies 
Yes - you did read it correctly - me apologise. 

Well it is so rare that I am wrong - I have got 

out of the habit  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

First one : Last month Steve Butler emailed me 

his report on the Manx. He also copied in his Driver 

Ross Miller.  

In the email Steve asked Ross if he had anything to 

add.  

Me in my haste to publish failed to wait for Ross Mill-

ers reply.  

I had only just sent out the copy when an email ar-

rived from Ross.  

Sorry Ross, I must be more patient in future 

Below is what I missed 

If I could just add a thanks to TEG Sport for 

the service and help on the Manx, and a big 

thanks to service lads Glyn Stirling and Tony 

Miller. 

It's also as got to be mentioned the hard work 

that Mr & Mrs Woodcock put into the event 

and without people like Chris and Heidi 

events wouldn't be possible - big thanks. 

 

Second apology : Well  -  its for TEG Sport, 

Ross’s Service Crew and Heidi & Chris.  When peo-

ple work hard for you, they should get the credit they 

deserve and not be ignored by idiots like me who are 

in a hurry to do something else at the time. 

 

Third Apology : (and this might be the last for a 

very long time)  :  For anyone that I genuinely upset 

with the article in the previous column. Despite all I 

say there, my whole reasoning is to try and get some-

thing (anything) from you. Sorry if I have hurt your 

delicate feelings.  

Go on prove me wrong. Write something. Even if its 

only a letter of complaint. Put me right and tell me 

what is so interesting about Sprints, Hillclimbs and 

racing. And before you start the answer ‘I don't have 

time’ that does not cut the mustard. 

I used to think I was a busy bee (these days more 

bumble than honey) until I met Steve Butler. How he 

manages to do the amount of Co-driving and Navigat-

ing in amongst his committee time with CDMC and 

AMSC & help on Autosolos and work full time  and 

still send me a report on all his events is beyond me 

What we need is more Steve Butlers 

 

One Last Apology : For making Steve Butler 

Blush when he reads this ! 
 

It seems quite a while since I really  
upset someone - so here goes. 

Reading this newsletter you might be forgiven if you thought it 

was dedicated to Rallying.  

The reason for thinking this way could be that the reports in 

the newsletter are all about rallying, with the very odd excep-

tion - Thank God Tony Lynch  sends me his reports about his 

exploits in Rallycross, and Steve Johnson tells me some of 

the AutoSolos 

The idea of the newsletter is to tell everyone the latest news 

and to promote ALL forms of motorsport in the North West 

and in particular events run by the SD34MSG clubs or those 

events that SD34MSG club members compete on. 

How do you then explain why I only get reports that are Rally 

orientated and very little else 

My answer to that is  :   Sprints, Hillclimbs and Racing 

must be either dreadfully boring things to do or those people 

that compete on these events are illiterate and could not string 

more than three words together 

Prove me wrong 
Tell me why Racing, Hillclimbs and Spints get you all excited.  

How did you do on your last event?  

What is your next event? 

Where did it all go wrong or where it all came together.  

Are you winning the championship, hoping to learn from the 

last outing, building a new car for next season? 

We would love to hear from you 
On a similar note you could also be forgiven for thinking that 

there was only a few clubs that organises anything at club 

nights for its members 

I am sure that most clubs put on regular monthly events, have 

presentation and awards nights etc. 

So tell us what you are up to or is it a big secret? 

Maybe all the clubs that don't advertise what they have going 

for them and their members are not doing all that much.   

Are they just happy to sit back and stagnate. Dont they care?  

Must be a whole heap of fun being a member there! 

Again - Prove me wrong  

What are you doing to promote your club,  

motorsport and attract new members.  

Tell me.   

Tell everyone else.  

Write a report.  

Or cant you be bothered 

Is it really too much of an effort 

It takes 15 to 30 mins to put something together 

Not a lot to ask for in a whole month - or is it? 

Send those reports or letters of abuse to 

Maurice Ellison   :  sd34news@gmail.com 
So straight away Gareth Adams sends me a report on his 

day Marshalling at Barbon!   Nothing from a competitor 



I’m going to dedicate this months article to the  
Barbon Hill climbs held in May and June. 

 For those of you who have never witnessed Barbon, the May meeting is the 
National A and forms two rounds of the national championship. There is a Na-
tional B event is run as well to support the meeting. Although the track is one of 
the shortest, (if not the shortest) in the country it is also very technical as any 
mistakes made, looses you valuable tenths of seconds. I and another 8 to 10 
members of Kirkby Lonsdale motor club arrived on site on the Friday evening to 
set up the course and paddock areas. It was obvious at this point that running the 
meeting would be challenging as the ground was soft and the weather relentless. 
Although getting soaked through, approx 2 hours had all the safety ropes, signs, 
boards etc set up for Saturdays meeting. Unfortunately the weather was no better 
and the grassy areas of the bottom paddock soon turned to grip free mud.  
 I volunteered to assist in the bottom paddock as the track was staffed mainly 
by visiting marshals from the Liverpool and Southport areas. KLMC took up the 
job of turning cars at the top paddock as per usual. As there is no return road at 
Barbon, cars are sent up the hill in batches, turned round and set back down. 

 Many cars do not have a reverse gear and also 
limited visibility so it’s the paddock crew’s job to assist.   
I knew that we would be in for a day of pushing and 
shoving. We managed to get the meeting underway, 
but progress was slow in getting cars to the start line 
and cars up the hill. We managed to give everybody a 
practice run for what it was worth. There were a few 
cars spinning off as they hit water on the track, or acci-
dentally put a wheel on the grass. 
 A few competitors decided to call it a day and 
left early. We broke for lunch before getting one Na-
tional A run in with its respective championship top 10 
run off and 2 national B runs. Unfortunately we had to 
cancel the second National A run. A lot of the cars had 
progressed onto slicks in the afternoon as the rain 
stopped and the track quickly dried out. 
 There was one car that sustained minor damage 
by knocking a corner off at the hairpin as it spun. A 
hour or so to tidy up and the job was done, roll on 
June. 
 The June National B meeting was a total con-
trast, and although it did rain on the Friday set up 
night, the ground was hard. Saturday came and dry 
weather. I was positioned on post 2 with one of the 
EMMU rescue units. Unlike rallying where stage com-
manders call the shots on the course, each post has 
the authority to red flag the run. This was needed 
twice when 2 cars managed to spin on the first bend, 
one being Andy Larton. We managed to get two prac-
tice runs, and one timed run in before lunch fro about 
55 competitors. I think that we had nearer 70 entered 
originally but I think they looked at the forecast and 
shied off. How wrong forecasts can be.  

 After lunch I changed position to the hairpin for the 3 timed runs that we would fit in. This is one post at Barbon I 
have never marshalled before, but true to its reputation we were called into action twice. This was firstly for a MR2 

over cooking it and running into the bale protecting any car from a direct hit on 
the tree. The Second time was for a car taking out the finish line boards and 
more importantly the timing system. Glad I don’t have the bill for that one! On 
both occasions we restarted without too much delay, although it took about 8 
of us to put the bale back to where we were happy with it. 
 If you have never ventured to Barbon, or it’s a while since you have been 
make a point of attending sometime. It’s a small place so you can plonk your-
self on the hill and see just about the full course and if the sun is out its even 
better and with open access to the bottom paddock, you can get up close to 
admire the machinery. Some of which is fantastically interesting.        

Gareth Adams  :  Kirkby Lonsdale MC 

With Gareth Adams 

Phil James  
PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY  

TEL: 01772 69-00-34   
MOB:      07771 76-86-57  

EMAIL:     phil@pro-rally.co.uk  

 

Photographs courtesy of 

mailto:phil@pro-rally.co.uk


Inside the Industry With Paul Gilligan 

 

May Sales 
Surging UK new car sales continued in May with a whopping 11% increase over last May. It is believed that one of 

the reasons sales are increasing in a flat economy is the amount of money paid to hundreds of thousands of peo-

ple for mis-sold PPI policies.  It’s an ill wind as they say…. 

Big winners were Audi (+21%), Citroen (+19%), Hyundai (+31%), Mercedes (+15%), Nissan (+34%), and SEAT 

(+46%). It does seem that BMW will have to make a massive effort to beat Audi this year, they now trail by almost 

20% or 10000 units. Mercedes are only 10% behind BMW for second place and offering some fantastic lease deals 

to keep the volume going.  A fascinating fight to watch, and good for bargain-hunting buyers. 

 

Skoda Surging 
The days when Skodas were the raw material for pub comedians are long gone.  Recently in a poll run by What 

Car magazine the most popular car was the Skoda Superb, second was the Skoda Yeti. Sales are strong, with 

Skoda knocking on the door of 3% share of the UK market, it’s not that long ago that they broke the 1% barrier.  

The other day I was travelling on business with a friend who’s also in the fleet sales industry and handles a lot of 

Skodas to car rental and taxi customers.  We were in his car and a call came in for him from a Skoda executive.  

My friend was of course using hands free so I was party to the whole conversation.  Mr Skoda said that they were 

at 2.74% market share year to date at end May and were determined to achieve 3% for the half year.  Therefore 

June sales (or rather registrations) were vital, and he would appreciate any help.  To encourage my friend he then 

offered some eye-watering discounts (try 35%!) on certain stock models and ended with an almost tearful plea for 

support. Failure, he said, may result in a severe career change for him. Such is the importance of tiny movements 

in market share in this crazy industry. 

 

Italy’s Woes 
Whilst UK sales surge European sales continue to drop. Apart from Greece the worst effected is Italy with volume 

at the lowest level for 47 years and 55% below the pre crunch sales in 2007.  Fiat of course are worst effected as 

they still have a dominant share of the Italian market and sell more than 50% of their total in their home country. 

20% of Fiat dealers in Italy have closed, with many more expected to cease trading this year.  

However Lamborghini and Ferrari are suffering also. In 2007 around 2000 high end (100,000 Euros and over) 

sports cars were sold in Italy, last year it was 400. 

 

Jaguar Land Rover Good News Continues 
JLR seem to be the one who can do no wrong currently.  The recently announced record profits for 2012 of £1.67 

billion, an 11% increase over 2011. In 2013 they will have a full year of Evoque with production volume increased, 

virtually a full year of new Range Rover at almost £100,000 each, and for part of the year Jaguar F Type and new 

Ranger Rover Sport.  This must mean another record profit this year, a great British success story. 

To add the their joys Jaguar topped the prestigious JD Power Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction Survey and Land 

Rover moved up from 12th place to 6th.  

 

Renault Face the Facts 
Renault’s COO recently stated publicly that to be “sustainable” they needed to sell 75000 vehicles a year in the UK.  

Last year car and van volumes combined were just over 55000. Car volume so far this year is over 3% down on 

2012 but significantly up if Renault budget brand Dacia is added in.  Dacia is on course to sell well over 10000 cars 

in the UK this year so that will do half the job for Renault, although how much profit will be generated at Daia’s 

budget prices is questionable.   

Renault market share has fallen from 8% to under 2% since year 2000 so this is a pretty serious situation. Whilst 

seeking to increase sales Mr. Renault is also seeking to significantly reduce the discounts they are currently offer-

ing, which will only make their task harder. The Espace and Laguna may return to the UK market having been with-

drawn early last year. Even if they do, these segments are not where the volumes Renault need are. 

In an unguarded moment one senior Renault exec recently commented “off the record” to journalists that he 

thought sales of the new Laguna were being slowed by the “unfortunate” rear end styling of the car. One of the as-

sembled scribblers was heard to mutter under his breath that the gentleman clearly hadn’t yet seen the front end!  

 

Ford To Cease Production in Australia 
Ford recently announced that in late 2016 they will cease to produce cars in Australia after 90 years.  The only 

Ford now made there is the Falcon, and that name will also die in 2016. Ford Australia has lost $600 million in the 

last 5 years and says that this made such drastic action inevitable. 

Can’t help thinking that while Ford Australia has taken this major step because they’ve been losing $120 million a 

year, Ford of Europe are losing that amount every  3 WEEKS?   

 

    Paul Gilligan 

pg@gvcontracts.co.uk 



III Coupe d'Ostende, Ostende (B), 
3/11/1911  

The Navigator does not look too eager to participate!  
I reckon he will need a periscope to see where they are 
going. 
Jule Goux in his Lion Peugeot waiting for the start of the 
III Coupe d'Ostende on 3/11/1911.  
He won the race of 334 Km at an average speed of more 
than 86 Km/h. Definitely not bad. 

Championship Standings 
Prior to Shaw Trophy 

Drivers 
  1st.  Dave Marsden 
  2nd.  Matthew Warren 

  3rd.  Paul Brereton 
  4th.  John Bertram 
  5th.  Tot Dixon 
  6th.  David Short 
=7th  Jim Hendy 
=7th  John Ingam 
  9th .  Martin Neal 
10th.  Nigel Cardale 

Navigators 
  1st.  Mike Garstang 
  2nd.  Andrew Fish 
  3rd.  Ali Proctor 
  4th.  Cath Woodman 
  5th.  Bob Hargreaves 

  6th.  Maurice Ellison 
  7th  Mareen Dixon 
  8th  Roy Heath 
=9th .  Paul Threlfall 
=9th.  Nigel Cardale 

Is this what they mean by ‘Stop Astride’? 

Clitheroe & DMCs Terry Martin, survived a high-
speed smash in Wales on the Welsh Marches, has vowed 
to be back on the road inside a fortnight.  
Martin, who navigates for driver Andy Fraser, saw the pair 
hit trouble at the Welsh Marches Eypnt stages rally when 
their Darrian car flew off the track at 117mph.  
“We were going great guns and I shouted to Andy, ‘Don’t 
cut’ as we approached a fast corner, and that’s when the 
crash happened,” said Martin.  
“We went up on two wheels, landed with a gigantic crash 
and took out 40 metres of barbed-wire fencing.  
 “I think we were lucky to hit it, it slowed our speed down. 
By the time the tractor had arrived to tow us off the field 
we were both on the telephone ordering new parts for the 
car.  
“I got a bit of whiplash, but the damage could have been 
a lot worse.”  
Now Martin is targeting the Rally of the Midlands adding: 
“We did well there last year, so we are desperate to take 
part.  
“If we get the car repaired in time then we’ll be ready. Af-
ter that, there’s the Tyneside stages, so there’s plenty go-
ing on.” 

Lancashire Telegraph 

Welsh Marches  
Eypnt Stages Rally  

The SD34MSG 
‘Paul Coombes ‘ 

Award 
For the Best Road Rally 

Championship Round of 2012 
Has been awarded to 
Dan Willan (KLMC) 

for the  
Lonsdale Belt Rally 

Thanks to all the contenders who voted 



OUT & ABOUT With Gemini  2013 Events Dates  
RADIO CREWS REQUIRED 

For the following Events 

Contact : Bill Wilmer 
Gemini Communications  

 

Warrington DMC 

Enville Stages 
Ty Groes - Anglesey 

Sunday 7th July 

 

Westmorland C.C. 

Greystoke Stages 
Greystoke 

Sunday 14th July 

 

Bala & DMC 

Gareth Hall Stages 
The Ranges, Trawsfynydd.  

Map Ref.; 124 / 737 307 

Sunday 14th July 

 

Stobart Rail  
Pendragon Stages 

Warcop - Cumbria 

Sun 22nd Sept 

 

P&DMC + G&PMC 

The Heroes Stages  
Weeton,  

Sun 29th Sep 

 

Cambrian National Rally 
Cloceanog / Penmachno  

National Stage Rally 

Sat 19th Oct 

 

Wales Rally GB 
Final WRC Round of 2013 

NORTH WALES 

13th to 17th Nov 

 

Bolton-le-Moors CC 

Neil Howard Stages 
Oulton Park 

23rd November 

 

Clitheroe & DMC  

Hall Trophy Stages  
Blyton 

23rd November 

Gemini Communications Team 
MOTORSPORT MANAGEMENT SAFETY SYSTEMS 

Serving Motorsport for 45 Years 
www.geminicommunications.org.uk 

Bill Wilmer  07973-830705 

The 2013 Magnificent Golden 
Microphone Trophy along with 
cash awards of £150 to the win-
ners. 
Following the first ten rounds in this 
years championship here are the 
leaders. 
Tony Jones G56 31 pts 
Peter Langtree G48 30 pts 
Ian Davies G23 25 pts 
Stuart Dickenson G13 24 pts 
Adrian Lloyd G14 20 pts 
Chris Woodcock G25 19 pts 
Alan Shaw G39 15 pts 
Mark Wilkinson G11 14 pts 
Eve & Graham G18 14 pts 
Geoff Ingram G58 12 pts 
Dave Crosby G  6 11 pts 
Les Fragle G  3 10 pts 
Members on all events organized by 
an ANWCC club will be entered into the 
monthly cash prize draw and will score 
points into the marshals championship, 
however you must claim your points by 
emailing ANWCC@talktalk.net within 14 
days of the event. 

The 2013 Keith Frecker 
Memorial Weeton Stages  

And The Open Day at  
Myerscough 

on Sunday 09th June,  
at Weeton Army Camp  

A big thank you to all who turned 
out to help on both these events, I 
was at the sunny and very hot 
Weeton a warm change to what 
we have had for many months. A 
very successful event running all 
12 stages with a good 55 car en-
try. Something I overheard from 
the organisers was that there was-
n't enough cars breaking down as 
they where worried they wouldn't 
get all the stages in on time, unlike 
what we have been come accus-
tom to these days, a credit to all 
the car builders we had on the 
event. 
Dave Crosby who was at the Open 
Day when asked how it had gone 
reported, three Bacon Butties in 
the morning followed by ice cream 
and a pint in the afternoon, I could 
get much more out of him except 
that it had gone well, but we as-
sumed they all had a good day. A 
reported 20,000 folk attended the 
meeting where we had a live radio 
connection to the rally at Weeton. 
Once again thank you to all for 
good team effort. 
I have not heard anything from the 
guys who where on the Manches-
ter to Blackpool VV run but if they 
have a report I'll gladly pass it one 
to you.  

Next Stage rallies are the  
 Enville Stages  
 Anglesey 07 July 
 Greystokes Stages in  
 Cumbria 14 July 
 Gareth Hall Stages on the 
 Ranges Mid Wales 14 July 
Please tell me if you can help 
please. 
Bill Wilmer 

mailto:ANWCC@talktalk.net


Computer Help line Conversation 
Operator:  "Computer assistance; may I help you?"  
Me:  "Yes, well, I'm having trouble with Word."  
Operator:  "What sort of trouble??"  
Me:  "Well, I was just typing along, and all of a  sudden 
 the words went away."  
Operator:  "Went away?"  
Me: "They disappeared."  
Operator: "Hmm So what does your screen look like now?"  
Me:  "Nothing."  
Operator: "Nothing??"  
Me:  "It's blank; it won't accept anything when I type."  
Operator:  "Are you still in Word, or did you get out??"  
Me:  "How do I tell?"  
Operator:  "Can you see the C: prompt on the screen??"  
Me:  "What's a sea-prompt?"  
Operator:  "Never mind, can you move your cursor around 
 the screen?"  
Me:  "There isn't any cursor: I told you, it won't accept 
 anything I type."  
Operator:  "Does your monitor have a power indicator??"  
Me:  "What's a monitor?"  
Operator:  "It's the thing with the screen on it that looks like a 
 TV. Does it have a little light that tells you when 
 it's on??"  
Me:  "I don't know."  
Operator:  "Well, then look on the back of the monitor and  find 
 where the power cord goes into it.    
 Can you see that??"  
Me:  "Yes, I think so."  
Operator:  "Great. Follow the cord to the plug, and tell me if 
 it's plugged into the wall.  
Me:  "Yes, it is."  
Operator:  "When you were behind the monitor, did you notice 
 that there were two cables plugged into the back of 
 it, not just one??"  
Me:  "No."  
Operator:  "Well, there are. I need you to look back there 
 again and find the other cable."  
Me:  "Okay, here it is."  
Operator:  "Follow it for me, and tell me if it's plugged securely 
 into the back of your computer."  
Me:  "I can't reach."  
Operator:  "Uh huh. Well, can you see if it is??"  
Me:  "No."  
Operator:  "Even if you maybe put your knee on something 
 and lean way over??"  
Me:  "Oh, it's not because I don't have the right angle - 
 it's because it's dark."  
Operator:  "Dark??"  
Me:  "Yes - the office light is off, and the only light I 
 have is coming in from the window.  
Operator:  "Well, turn on the office light then."  
Me:  "I can't."  
Operator:  "No? Why not??"  
Me:  "Because there's a power failure."  
Operator:  "A power......... A power failure?    
 Aha, Okay, we've got it licked now.  
 Do you still have the boxes and manuals and 
 packing stuff your computer came in??"  
Me:  "Well, yes, I keep them in the closet."  
Operator:  "Good. Go get them, and unplug your system and 
 pack it up just like it was when you got it. Then  take 
 it back to the store you bought it from."  
Me:  "Really? Is it that bad?"  
Operator:  "Yes, I'm afraid it is."  
Me:  "Well, all right then, I suppose.   
 What do I tell them??"  
Operator:  "Tell them you're too stupid to own a computer!!!!!" 

WRGB Radio Crews & Marshals: 
I am asking for your help on this year’s Wales 
Rally GB, you may have already had the invite 
from the Rally Stage Team and have enrolled, I am 
aware of those who have. 
As the event is running totally in the north of Wales 
this year I will be the only radio staffing officer for 
the event, my event email is  
bwilmer@walesrallygb.com or my usual one if you 
prefer. 
If you wish and can help us you must register on 
our event data base which is the RST and their 
web page rallystageteam.co.uk   - if you don't do 
this you will not receive any stage entrance passes 
and not be allowed on to any of the stages. Also 
remember to update any personal changes on 
your RST profile. However in order that I can lo-
cate you in exactly the right place you want on the 
right stage I also would like you to inform me and 
let me have some extra details please. 
What I need to know from you:- 
Your Name - Radio Call-sign  - Numbers with you  
- 4x4   -  Recognised Yellow Flag Marshal  -  Radio 
Mast  -  Own hand helds  - Under 18's  -  Last but 
not least, which Stages Required   
Extra Cars will have to sign on as Marshals but I 
can and will put you together providing I know 
about it [ this can not be done on the day and a 
few days before is also too late ] 
All Stages and Recci stages requiring Radio Cover 
at this time, some stages are filling fast. Sorry no 
stage maps at this time, will let you have them af-
ter I get them. 
All Stage Starts and Finishes must have Masts, 
this is because the automatic event timing can in-
terfere the transmissions we have found on many 
occasions. 
The route is still not totally finalised at this time - 14 
June 2013. 
Best Wishes  
Bill Wilmer; 
WRGB 2013 Radio Staffing Officer: 
w.wilmer@btinternet.com 

Gemini Communications Team 
MOTORSPORT MANAGEMENT 

SAFETY SYSTEMS 

Serving Motorsport for 45 Years 
www.geminicommunications.org.uk 

Bill Wilmer  07973-830705 

w.wilmer@btinternet.com  

Wales Rally GB 
Rally of Legends 
14-17 November  

Final round of the  
FIA World Rally  
Championship 



Lookers Citroen  
in Preston  

Supporting SD34MSG and  
motor sport in the North West. 

Lookers Preston Autotest 

Another cracking good day at  
Myerscough Autotest & PCA.  

The Day was hot & sunny. The morning crowds 
were a little down on previous years caused by an 
accident on the M6, however, we saw plenty of ac-
tion from the 16 competitors who took part, and the 
crowds soon picked up to a new record high atten-
dance. (Well over 20,000 this year) 
Ayrton and Tony Harrison were entered in a Rover 
25 but turned up with a Citroen Saxo 1400 when 
they discovered the head gasket to have failed on 
the Rover.  
Despite the change of vehicles Ayrton was consi-
tantly fastest all day and walked off with 1st overall, 
£50 prize money and beat his Dad into second 
place. (not bad for someone who only passed his 
driving test just 2 months ago and this was only his 
3rd autotest - someone to watch for the future!) 
Phill Clegg was heard to complain about ’too much 
grip’ for a change in his Haynes 3000cc beast and 
was having to work very hard to get the back end to 
break away - he was even having to use the hand-
brake - a rare occurrence with this powerful ma-
chine.  
Simon Robinson (U17MC) won  Class D in the PCA 
and Matt Kiziuk (CDMC) won Class C 
The Taster event got 5 members of the public into 
the CDMCs Fiesta. The second driver to have a go 
missed the brake pedal and smacked the Fiesta into 
the Waste Recycling Bins reducing the resale value 
somewhat! (Of both the Recycling Bins & the 
Fiesta) 
A very good time was had by all and a lot of 
Inter-Club rivalry (wind ups, jokes etc) took 
place - all adding to the fun 
Many thanks to Lookers of Preston for supply-
ing the Ford Fiesta, Steve Lewis (Clerk of 
Course) Steve Slater (Myerscough College) 
and our commentator Malcolm Haigue for 
keeping the watching hoards informed of what 
was going on, current leader board and who 
was who, whilst still finding time to chat (over 
the wireless PA system) to the spectators and 
promoting the Taster event.                      Moz 

Ayrton Harrison 1st O/A 

Results 
A/T 
1st    Ayrton Harrison   (CDMC)   883.0 

2nd  Tony Harrison    (CDMC)   914.0 

3rd   David Graves   (BLMCC)  924.5 

4th   Phil Clegg   (BLMCC)  971.5 

5th   Roger Barford   (CSMA)   989.5 

6th   Paul Redford   (CDMC)   991.6 

Retired    

 Chris McIvor  (CDMC) 

      John North   (BLMCC) 

     David Robinson  (BLMCC)   

Results  PCA 
Class D 
1st    Simon Robinson  

 U17MC)   967.1 

2nd  David Tudor  

 (BLMCC)    989.9 

Daniel Tudor (BLMCC) Retired  

Class C 
1st  Matt Kiziuk (CDMC)  1069.6 

2nd Matt Worden (CDMC) 1087.6 

3rd  Alex Wood (CDMC) 1113.4 

4th Mat Whittaker (CDMC)1184.3 

  



Go Motorsport Live!  
This event is taking place at 

M65 Junction 4 Services 

the week after NMW 2013 
See www.nationalmotorsportweek.co.uk/ 
The day is a celebration of all things club Motorsport 

and we are looking to incorporate a mixture of static 

displays/stands, demonstrations and passenger experi-

ences. It is aimed at the public who do not necessarily 

know how easy it is to get involved and hopefully in-

spire them to do so. The two primary objectives of the 

day are to show how diverse motor sport in the UK is 

and most importantly how easy it is to get involved so 

there is a big emphasis on the grass roots.  

Please see below for the key facts on the day from 

what has been confirmed so far: 

Date:  

 

Saturday 13
th

 July 2013    
Time  

13:00 to 16:00 

 

Venue:  

M65 Junction 4 Services  

 

Displays:  
car clubs and cars in different motorsport  

disciplines, motorsport rescue,  

 

Demonstrations:  
Production Car Autotest,  

Passenger experiences:  
PCA, free for those that signup for Pre 

Driver days - 14+ learning to drive. 

Stand space:  
free and on a first come first serve basis. 

Entry and parking for visitors: free 
Please see the young driver information.  

Learn to drive safely from 14 years old. 

More information contact Steve Johnson. 

Go Motorsport Regional Development  

Officer (North West) 

07718-051 882  

www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk 

Bolton-le-Moors CC 
AutoSolo & PCA 

Bolton-le-Moors Car cCub Autosolo & Production Car 
Autotest on June 16th which was held at Makro in Irlam, 
Manchester. This being my first proper event since the 
Lonsdale Belt Road rally last year which didn’t end up so 
well.. Surprisingly and thankfully, Martin Whittaker some-
how trusted me to use his Ford Fiesta road rally car for 
this event. With it being last minute (just like this report) 
and me not really knowing the difference between an 
Autosolo and PCA, I just left it up to Martin to decide 
which one we should do. Luckily he chose the PCA. Be-
fore the event you get a map with diagrams of each test 
that have to be carried out throughout the day. They look 
quite simple on a piece of paper but when it comes to 
driving around a giant car park with nothing but a sea of 
cones in front of you, it can get a bit confusing for a first 
timer. The good thing about doing a PCA for one of your 
first events is that you have to have a passenger in the 
car for each test. This really comes in handy when getting 
used to where to go as they can navigate you around the 
course. At first it’s a bit confusing but you get used to it 
fairly quickly, but just as you do get used to it, they 
change the course and make it even more confusing! Not 
like I am complaining though as the event was very well 
run and very enjoyable.  There were 2 groups of tests 
which you alternated throughout the first half of the day 
and 2 groups of different tests throughout the 2nd half of 
the day. All challenging in their own way but loads of fun. 
You can easily imagine how doing events like this can 
improve your car control skills. The tests can go from me-
dium bends, straight into a handbrake turns before having 
to do a 360 around a group of cones. All this in the fastest 
time possible. These events are basically mini single 
venue stage rally events for a fraction of the cost. 
The first test on group A and group B didn’t go too well as 
I got a wrong test forgetting out some of the cones. This 
put a load of time on my results so I had it in my head I 
was last all day. I just decided to carry on and have fun! 
Clipping a few cones along the way and one of which 
nearly ripped Martins wing mirror clean off. It actually 
snapped one of the wooden sticks in the cones clean in 
half. This must have been as thick as a broom handle. 
One good thing you can say about Fords is that they have 
good wing mirrors. 
There were 3 classes in the event. These were the Na-
tional B Championship, Clubmans Autosolo and the PCA 
which we competed in. There were 5 in our class. I man-
aged to come 2nd in class which I was very happy and 
surprised about. I even came one place above Martin in 
his own car! Of which he came 3rd. Sorry Martin, Maurice 
said I had to mention this! 
I would definitely recommend anyone doing an event such 
as this. Especially if you are looking for an entry level, 
budget motorsport. These are very good fun and last the 
whole day which is great value for money.  

Dion Wild  :  Clitheroe & DMC 

http://www.nationalmotorsportweek.co.uk/
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882
http://www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk/


Snippets from the  
G&PMC Memorial Rally 

A man goes into a restaurant and is seated. All the 

waitresses are gorgeous. A particularly voluptuous 

waitress wearing a very short skirt and legs that won't 

quit, came to his table and asked if he was ready to or-

der, "What would you like, sir?" 

He looks at the menu and then scans her beautiful frame 

top to bottom, then answers, "A quickie." 

The waitress turns and walks away in disgust. 

After she regains her composure she returns and asks 

again, "What would you like, sir?" 

Again the man thoroughly checks her out and again an-

swers, "a quickie, please." This time her anger takes 

over, she reaches over and slaps him across the face 

with a resounding "SMACK!" and storms away. 

A man sitting at the next table leans over and whispers,   

"Um, I think it's pronounced 'quiche'." 

 David (Ticker) Whittaker has found himself a new Navigator (a returnee to the sport) Geoff Crabtree. Dave 
showed Geoff just what he had been missing by doing several gyrations on the wet, newly laid tarmac just past 
Quernmore Park Hall on the road to Caton.  
 Tony Vart was a last minute replacement Nav for Jem Dale. Tony has been out of the sport for more years than 
he wants to tell but thoroughly enjoyed himself and would like to thank Jem for his patience whilst he got himself 
back into the groove. He is next going to pilot  Matt Kiziuk on the Clitheronian as Matt Worden has a long standing 
arrangement to Nav for James Gardner when James finished the car. The car will get its first outing on the Clithero-
nian Rally 
 Mark Blunt was another returnee - Sat  in with Simon Boardman and picked up 1st Semi-Expert pot 
 Matt Flynn & Ian (Panda) Farnworth threw away the novice pot on the Memorial by getting stuck in some barbed 
wire but Matt  Kisiuk is not complaining 
 Ian and Ticker were just two of the many crews who had to wait behind other cars at the envelope distribution 
control. Certainly took time out of you, but highly detrimental to crews waiting behind other crews and not really fair 
 ANWCC  -  Following the G&PMC Memorial Rally, Paul Gray (Clitheroe & DMC) now leads the Historic section of 
the Road Rally Championship and Ian Bruce (Bolton-le-Moors CC) is in 11th place O/A and leading Novice Driver 
some 62points in front of the second place man Mark Dickson from Warrington 
 Paul Brereton  didn't run due to a fault with the fuel filler pipe on his car. His Navigator for the night was going to 
be  Clive Jones who had travelled all the way up from Welshpool. Clive is now going to be sat in with Paul on the 
Morecambe Rally 

Barritt so excited by challenge of new car 
PENDLE rally star Daniel Barritt is gearing up for next 
month’s Rally of Finland with a brand new car. The pro-
fessional co-driver from Barrowford has spent the last 
few weeks testing the Ford Fiesta R5 alongside promis-
ing Welsh driver Elfyn Evans.  
“It is a new generation of car and I’m really excited,” said 
Daniel. “We’ve been involved in the testing and develop-
ment of the car from the start, it was quite a vigorous 
testing programme but we are nearly there now. It is 
quite a responsibility taking a new car into a rally but we 
are both looking forward to the challenge.  Hopefully, we 
can go really well.”  
The pair made their World Rally Series debuts at the 
World Rally-2 Championships in Portugal in April, racing 
against Robert Kubica, the ex-Formula One star.  
Barritt, a member of Clitheroe and District Motor Club, 
said: “With the development of the new car, the first half 
of the season has been quiet, but it is going to be really 
busy for the rest of the year.”  
Barritt and Evans were running second to 2012 Finnish 
Rally Championship winner Esapekka Lappi in Portugal 
when they were unluckily forced to retire.  
“We’ve no worries about competing against the big 
names, we are as good as our rivals,” he said. “This is a 
big year and I’m working with one of the top young driv-
ers in Britain so I think there are exciting times ahead. It 
is all about getting the recognition for what we do in the 
car, and gaining that experience.”  
Barritt admits the Rally of Finland is one of the most diffi-
cult tests in the world.  
“I’ve competed in the rally before, and I’ve not got great 
memories of going there, but hopefully I can have a 
change of fortunes with a new car to race with,” added 
Daniel. “Technically, it is a big test with a lot of blind 
crests and hidden jumps. You can be doing between 80 
and 100 mph, and suddenly you can hit a crest, and your 
positioning and speed has to be perfect. There is no 
margin for error, but we are both looking forward to it. 
Hopefully we can get a win under our belt this year.” 

Lancashire Telegraph 

Terry Martin has been drafted in at the last minute, to 

navigate for Chesterfields Steve Smith in his 2.5 ltr Su-

baru Impreza sport. Even though its only Smiths second 

event, he had enlisted Carl Williamson, one of the coun-

tries top navigators, to guild him round, but other 

commitments meant that Carl had to withdraw, leaving 

Smith looking for a navigator, but a phone call to Martin 

from Clerk of the Course, Sam Collis meant he wouldn't 

have to pull his entry. Martin said " I only do one road-

rally a year, and that was the G&PMC Memorial, two 

weeks ago, and, I will have to buy a new map (119) as 

the last time I navigated in Derbyshire, was 1992, but 

there are some classic lanes down there, and it makes a 

change, Sam said Steves a really quick lad, so he 

should keep me on my toes!" 

The event starts and finishes at Robinsons, Chesterfield, 

110 miles with six miles of whites, and a special stage, 

round event sponsor (Steve Perez) grounds. Martin is 

joined by fellow Clitheroe DMC crew Paul Buckel / Steve 

Butler in their Proton, and Dave Whittaker in either his 

Honda or Nissan.. 

Terry Martin  :  Clitheroe & DMC 

Kick Energy 
Road Rally 
6/7th July 











Snapped shaft ends Dukeries  
victory hopes for Wright 

Bentham’s David Wright was robbed of the chance to 
push for a victory on the Dukeries rally when a drive-
shaft snapped dropping him down the leaderboard. 
Wright got off to a great start in his Kumho Tyres, Pro-
flex, Drenth, York Brewery, Millers Oils, Owen Develop-
ments and Grove Hill Garage-supported Mitsubishi Evo 
9 and, after setting the fastest time in stage 5 he was 
up to second overall, just 11 seconds off the leader. 
With another five stages still to go Wright was confident 
of making up the time to take the win but disaster struck 
on the start line of stage 8 when the driveshaft broke.  
With no service halt after stage 8 Wright was forced to 
do two stages with the damaged shaft which dropped 
him to 13th on the leaderboard. The problem was fixed 
for the last stage and Wright made it to 12th place and 
4th in class. 
“The first few stages went really well,” said Wright. “I 

was very happy to be beating all but one of the World 
Rally class cars, the Dukeries stages have a lot of long straights which are a major disadvantage for our car.” 
“I think we had a great chance of winning the event but the snapped shaft put paid to that. It was a very disap-
pointing way to end what could’ve been a fantastic rally for us.” 
Wright’s next event will be the Nicky Grist Stages in July although he will also be appearing at the Goodwood Fes-
tival of Speed as part of the International Rally Drivers Club display. 

 ▀▄▀▄ Songasport 

Photo : Simon Clarke 

Stand 21 FHR clarification  
The MSA Technical Department 
wishes to clear up any confusion re-
garding guidance recently issued 
about a particular Stand 21 Frontal 
Head Restraint (see MSA News, 
April 2013 page 7, and May 2013 
page 8).  
To clarify once more, the only Stand 
21 HANS device affected is the 
STAND 21 HANS® CLUB SERIES 
in the LARGE SIZE, with the FIA ho-
mologation number FHR.036.12-A. 
Any FHR with a different model 
name, size or FIA homologation  

Technical Regulations 

Disqualification for Paskin  
Christopher Paskin, who at the relevant time 

was President and Chairman of Lancas-

ter Motor Club, has been disqualified from 

UK – and FIA – motor sport.  

The National Court reported: ‘It is the case that 

Mr Paskin has organised events which have 

taken place without obtaining the relevant per-

mits, without ensuring payment is made to 

MSA, without supplying relevant event informa-

tion and documentation to the MSA and, of the 

particular concern, has allowed competitors to 

participate in events for which they were enti-

tled to assume insurance cover would be in 

place for their protection where no such insur-

ance was provided as a result of the failure to 

obtain the relevant permits.’  

Mr Paskin was neither present nor represented 

at the National Court hearing, despite receiving 

and acknowledging notice of the cases. In his 

absence, the penalty of disqualification was 

imposed under MSA General Regulation C.2.7. 

The full National Court report will appear 

in a future edition of MSA magazine. 

FIA Homologated seats  
Competitors are reminded that modifying a competition seat 
automatically voids its homologation. For example, the MSA 
Technical Department has seen a case where the flange sec-
tions of a seat have been cut away to allow clearance for a door 
bar. This not only voids the seat’s FIA homologation but can also 
compromise the structural integrity of the seat because the 
flange contributes significantly to the structure’s strength. 

Renew your competition licence  
now with minimal fuss  

Any 2012 licence holder that has not yet renewed for 2013 
should do so as soon as possible in order to retain their licence 
grade and to ensure they continue to receive MSA communica-
tions, including this newsletter and MSA magazine. Renewal is 
easy and can be done online at www.msauk.org or by post.  
To speak to the MSA Licensing Department,  
please call 01753 765 050. 

"You are so rude!" moaned my wife. "The 
whole time I was talking you were yawning!" 
"I was not yawning. I was trying to say some-
thing." 



BRC LIVE Media Trophy in association with Prodrive 
James Ford is second BRC LIVE Media Trophy finalist 

 

James Ford is the second finalist for the BRC LIVE Media Trophy in association with 
Prodrive. He was selected after a week of debate by the judges of the new trophy, following 
the second round of this year’s championship – the Jim Clark Rally. The Citroën C2R2 
driver’s efforts were judged to have been closest to the task criteria with some superb local 
coverage in the Lancashire Evening Post, delivering everything that was expected of the 
task. The decision was however close, with several drivers doing equally well with their 
coverage, but it was felt that James just did enough to win the finalist spot on this round. 

The reason for the debate by judges is down to the significant increase in volume of PR and marketing information 
being provided and undertaken by BRC competitors, much of which has been triggered by this new trophy and the 
opportunity to face the judges at a selection panel day at the Prodrive, Banbury H.Q. at season’s end. James joins 
fellow R2 competitor Jon Armstrong as a finalist and both will be looking to impress the judges for the chance to 
drive in the S2000 John Cooper Works Mini test with Prodrive. Just four more places remain for the final, along with 
one ‘Wildcard’ entry decided by judges, in place of the Rally North Wales finalist slot. Competition is expected to rise 
between competitors as for many, this will be a once in a lifetime opportunity to impress one of the most famous 
teams in modern rallying. 

Bird Claims Second Successive  
SOL Rally Barbados Victory 

After last year's inaugural victory after many 
years of trying which included finishing runner-
up twice and another two times in third place, 
Cumbrian rally driver Paul Bird successfully 
defended his title in emphatic style on this 
weekend's SOL Rally Barbados with another 
stunning drive on the Caribbean island.  
Driving the MinxFlix.com, Fuchs Titan, Rapid So-
licitors and Kick Energy-backed, Pirelli-shod FBP 
Ford Focus WRC08 along with Welsh co-driver 
Aled Davies, Bird from Langwathby followed up his 
second place on the previous weekend's Scotia-
bank King of the Hill which was the final shake-
down before the Caribbean's biggest annual inter-
national motorsport event. 
With mixed weather conditions prevalent going into SOL Rally Barbados, Bird set out his intentions early with fastest 
time on the opening stage on Saturday to take the lead and was never headed throughout the event as he gradually 
built and maintained a lead ahead of the quality international field. 
Fastest on eight and second fastest on the remaining three stages, the 2005 MSA ANCRO National Rally champion 
held a 28.5 second lead after the first day in the Dom Buckley Motorsport-prepared car. 
Sunday's remaining ten stages saw Bird immediately into his groove and courtesy of fastest time on the day's open-
ing test, he stretched the lead to over 30 seconds and from there, managed the lead perfectly taking three more fast-
est times during the latter stages and arriving at the finish with a winning margin of 29.3 seconds to claim his second 
successive victory on his favourite event. 
The latest success added to the Rapid Solicitors Kawasaki British Superbike and PBM MotoGP team boss's recent 
victories on the Manx National Rally and North West Stages to continue his good form this year. 
Paul Bird:  "After winning the event last year, I wanted a taste of that again so I was determined to repeat my 
victory. We had a good run and had no major issues with the car and for once, I didn't make too many mis-
takes and it all came together perfectly. This is a fantastic event and I'm privileged to win it but you don't 
come all this way to finish second. Thanks to Aled for another great job and to the team also for their efforts 
with the car and also the organisers and the thousands of fans, I've never seen so many people out watch-
ing. It's a shame my old mate Steve Perez had problems as I would have liked to have beaten him fair and 
square but given he's had an expensive time with his car prob-
lems this weekend, I'll try to go easy on him with the bar bill 
tonight!"  

Results 
1.  Paul Bird /Aled Davies  Ford Focus WRC08  1:00:31.75  
2.  Jeffrey Panton /Michael Fennell  Ford Focus WRC06  1:00:56.29 

3.  Roger Skeete /Louis Venezia  Subaru Impreza WRC  1:01:28.15  

4.  Neil Armstrong /Barry Ward  Suzuki SX4 WRC  1:02:11.88  

5.  Roger Duckworth /Alun Cook  Subaru Impreza WRC  1:03:01.01 

6.  Roger Hill /Graham Gittens  Toyota Corolla WRC  1:03:27.50 

7.  Kevin Procter /Dave Bellerby  Subaru Impreza WRC  1:03:35.85 

8.  Ian Warren /Robert Warren  Suzuki Swift  1:03:35.92 

9.  Josh Read /Mark Jordan  Toyota Starlet  1:03:45.62 

10.  Roger Mayers /Barry Mayers  Toyota Starlet  1:04:01.84  

Photos by Himal Reece (JustBajan.com)  

Ford's two page feature in 
the Lancashire Evening Post  

impressed judges  

http://justbajan.com/


Twingo Renaultsport Trophy UK round 2 report - Jim Clark Rally 
Twingos dead level after asphalt attack  

 

The Twingo Renaultsport R1 Trophy UK points table is dead level after 
round two of the one-make series, the Jim Clark Rally. 
Benjamyn Mckay and co-driving dad Jason took top points on the 130-mile 
closed public road event in the Scottish Borders, despite having stopped on 
the very same Friday night stage that claimed his rival Harry Threlfall. 
The pair started with a blast through the now-famous Duns town centre 
spectator stage, along with the rest of the MSA British Rally Championship 
contenders and it was an ultra-close ding-dong battle in the making. 
First Mckay took the lead by just three tenths of a second, hardly a blink as 
the start lights changed to green. Whilst close, the all-important seconds-per
-mile difference was 0.25 seconds and almost expected on such a short 
stage. 
But the fearsome Abbey St Bathans test has previously decided the result of 
the overall rally, so the watching teams expected a bigger margin at the end 
of sixteen miles of moor roads and farm lanes. As the times came in, the gap 
had amazingly only grown by 0.6 seconds, leaving the battling pair less than 
a second apart. 
So to the new Tweedside stage and it was Threlfall’s chance to top the time-
sheets. He and Andy Bull blasted ahead, but still the gap was less than two 
seconds and with another great time through the second run at Duns, the 
Taunton youngster eked out a three second advantage. 
So to the mighty Abbey stage again, this time in darkening and foggy condi-
tions. Sadly for both crews, neither would emerge from the dark moor side, 
Threlfall’s rally ending against a tree, while Mckay’s Friday was halted with a 
broken gearbox mounting. 
Threlfall’s car was beyond repair overnight, having understeered off into a 
large tree hidden in the undergrowth, removing the left wing and headlight 
completely and severely bending the suspension and steering arm. 
Mckay however, managed to recover the car to the Kelso service area, the 
team working in to the early morning to carry out repairs. Unfortunately once 
finished, they found themselves locked out of their bed and breakfast, father 
and son sleeping in the recce car – still in race overalls! 
The BRC rallies allow crews to re-start a second day, even if they have 
missed stages. So taking a hefty time penalty, the Mckays opted to tip-toe 
through the remainder of the event, gaining valuable points and putting them 
and Threlfall/Bull all square after two events. 
Elsewhere, 2012 Twingo Renaultsport R2 Trophy Champion Chris Ingram 
took his 190bhp EVO version to second in the BRC RallyTwo category and 
tenth overall on the event, capitalising on mayhem ahead. His mature drive 
meant that he was considered for the prestigious Pirelli Star Driver nomina-
tion, but was pipped to it on this occasion. 
Clio Renaultsport R3 driver Joe McGonigle had climbed as high as eleventh 
after overheating early on; a missing dip-stick leaving oil on the bonnet and 
windscreen. The early problems eventually meant that the Irishman’s rally 
ended on stage twelve. 

Some exciting news to bring you. 
The Wales Rally of Great Britain and 
BTRDA organisers have formed a 
partnership as part of the Road to 
Wales initiative. 
On the 2013 World Championship 
round the WRGB organisers will pro-
vide two free entries to BTRDA com-
petitors, the first being a free entry 
awarded to the 2013 Gold Star 
Champion into the three-day Na-
tional event, running from the 15th to 
17th November and a second free 
entry to the two-day National event 
to the 2013 Rally First Champion 
running on the 16th and 17th No-
vember. 
For the full announcement please go 
to http://eepurl.com/AhvG5. 
We are extremely grateful to the 
Wales Rally GB organisers for offer-
ing us these prizes, which we feel 
recognises the position of the Cham-
pionship in UK rallying and the high 
standard of competition from those 
who take part in it, as well as the ef-
forts the event is making to encour-
age the best of British rallying to take 
part, whether that be competing or 
helping in the running of the event. 
Whilst we are sure all BTRDA com-
petitors would wish to win these 
prizes we are equally confidant that 
when the full details of the National 
Rally are announced many other 
BTRDA competitors will consider this 
is an event not to be missed. And of 
course it fits in very nicely following 
the end of the BTRDA Championship 
on the Cambrian Rally in October. 

Morecambe Car Club 
Are looking for  

Marshalls  
for the  

Morecambe Rally 
27/28

th
 July 

All on Map 97 
Chief Marshal Is  
Graham Foxcroft 
Tel :   07889-677027 

Email :   
gtfoxcroft@gmail.com 

http://eepurl.com/AhvG5


Cholmondeley Pageant Of Power 2013 
 

The sixth Pageant of Power at Cholmondeley Castle from Friday 14th 
- Sunday 16th June 2013 continues to grow as one of the premier Mo-
torsports based events within the UK. The Pageant's mix of activities 
offers a unique combination of speed and power from the Land, Sea 
and Air and gives the public unrivalled access to some of the most 
iconic Motorsport vehicle's and motorcycle's the world has ever seen. 
This Year's event paid special tribute to Aston Martin's centenary, 
Bentley celebrating the 90th anniversary of the Le Mans 24 hour race 
and Bentley's 10th anniversary of their famous win at La Sarthe with 
the Speed 8 reunited with one of the winning driver's Guy Smith. 
Track activities on the 1.3 mile sprint course played host to the likes of 
historic Formula one cars of yesteryear to state of the art Supercars of 
today. Aero Engined beasts have become a crowd favourite as the 42 
ltr Packard Bentley and the 46ltr Brutus rumble down the bale 
walled track shaking the floor with magnificant sounds of their fire spit-
ting antics.If two or three wheeled Motorsports is your preference then 
Motorcycle's from 1932's Liebisch CZ Reb Bohmerland to 2013's 
Ducati Hypermotard SP we're on show as well as historic TT ma-
chines doing demonstration run's, Sidecars ranging from the 50's to 
the present day and Supermoto's exhibiting the sports's brightest 
star's. There's non stop action as some 13 different classes of vehi-
cle's and bike's, even a racing lorry from single seaters to the wacky 
cars'scategories do battle. 
Watersports is represnted on the "Mere", a short distance from the 
paddock area & Sprint Course start, where Hovercraft racing, Jet Ski 
and Flyboard freestyling were on show. 
An integral part of the Pageant of Power are the aircraft displays and 
this year saw the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight, Strikemaster, Team 
Abarth aerobatics from nine times British Champion Mark Jefferies 
and also Helicopter's from "The Defence Helicopter Flying School" of 
RAF Shawbury including a Search and Rescue demonstration and the 
Tri Agility Competition (Army vs Navy vs RAF). 
Rallying with the Wales Rally GB village was a dramatic new addition 
to this years Pageant, a result of an exciting new partnership with IMS 
(International MotorSports) showcasing the 2013 Wales Rally GB, the 
concluding round of the World Rally Championship of which IMS or-
ganise. Deeside, Flintshire the new base for this years event which 
takes place from the 14th-17th November is trying to attract the cas-
ual spectator of the "mickey mouse, Stately home" stages of the past 
back to the sport with new family friendly spectator stages as well as 
catering for the "hard core" follower's."We are delighted to be bringing 
some of the 
thrill's of world class rallying to the Pageant of Power" enthused An-
drew Coe, Chief Executive of IMS. Coe went on to add "We want to 
attract a wider audience, we want to show them what they've been 
missing and we're confident the Cholmondeley Pageant of Power will 
help spread the word and thus significantly widen our events overall 
appeal". Rallying with Group B brought together a selection of rally 
car's that represented previous years of the Rally GB/Network Q/RAC 
era with demonstration runs on the Sprint circuit from Bob Beales 
1958 VW Oettinger GT to Justin Law's 1992 ex works Lancia Delta 
Integrale. 
Throw into the mix some Audi Quattro's, Ford Escort's, Tom Cave's 
Citroen DS3R3, latest Car's appearing in the WRC/BRC and rising 
star Elfyn Evans putting the latest Ford Fiesta R5 through its paces. 
Add to this classic scramblers, freestyle Motorcross, the Kangaroo 
Kid's stunt team and the now legendary "last night of the proms" style 
Saturday evening concert and fireworks display with helicopter flypast, 
the Cholmondeley Pageant of Power is certainly an action packed 
weekend with something for all the family to enjoy. Its's an event not 
to be missed and we look forward to whats in store for next year.. 

                                    Story & photography by James Redman 



ANCC  
Next Meeting 

8th July 2013 
 Whitcliffe Hotel,  

Cleckheaton  (104 / 186 255) 

The Next SD34MSG Meeting 

Wednesday 17th July 
(3rd Wednesday of every other month) 

8-00pm,  
Hartwood Hall Hotel, Chorley.  PR6 7AX 

Just off M61 at J8      109 / 583 181 

Next Meeting    

Monday August 12th 
Tofts Cricket Club, Booths Hall,  

Chelford Rd., Knutsford,  
Cheshire, WA16 8OP 

www.anwcc.org 
 

All the latest  

British Rally Photographs  

www.pro-rally.co.uk 

Phil James  
PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY  

TEL: 01772 69-00-34   
MOB:      07771 76-86-57  

EMAIL:     phil@pro-rally.co.uk  

 

Registration open for free  
Go Motorsport Live! tickets 

Anyone wishing to attend Go Motorsport Live! at Silver-
stone on 7 July 2013 can now register for their free en-
try ticket at www.GoMotorsport.net 
Go Motorsport Live! is a new event for National Mo-
torsport Week (29 June – 7 July) and is designed to 
show the public how accessible motor sport can be. 
This year it concludes the week-long celebration of the 
sport just one week after the British Grand Prix (30 
June). 
Motor clubs, championships, teams and other organisa-
tions will set up static displays, which will complement a 
live Production Car Autotest with free passenger rides, 
plus a Trials demonstration. 
Silverstone will also offer discounted driving experi-
ences and tours of its world-famous facilities, and visi-
tors will be able to watch the Formula Student finals tak-
ing place. Meanwhile marshalling clubs will be on hand 
to advise potential recruits and highlight the role as part 
of the MSA’s Year of the Volunteer. 
Ben Taylor, MSA Director of Development & Communi-
cations, said: “The inaugural Go Motorsport Live! is 
shaping up to be the cornerstone of National Motorsport 
Week 2013. Fans will be able to head back to Silver-
stone just one week after the British Grand Prix and find 
out just how easily they can get involved in the sport, 
whether as a competitor, volunteer or motor club mem-
ber. 
“Visitors will be able to get a taste of grassroots motor 
sport from the passenger seat, meet an array clubs and 
championships, and get up close to all sorts of competi-
tion cars, from karts and club hatchbacks to dragsters 
and touring cars.  

mailto:phil@pro-rally.co.uk
http://MSA.informz.ca/z/cjUucD9taT0zMDk2NTQmcD0xJnU9OTAxNDYwNjI3JmxpPTEzNzE4MzI/index.html


Duncan Littler  
2 Pendref, Dwyran, Anglesey,  Gwynedd. LL61 6YL 

Tel:01248 430015 Mob:07740 179619  
e-mail: postmaster@dtlittler.f9.co.uk 

DOES YOUR EVENT REQUIRE  
RADIO SAFETY CREWS 

Contact  

Gemini Communications 

Bill Wilmer  07973-830705 

w.wilmer@btinternet.com  
Specialising in the  Art of Communications  

RALLY OF THE TESTS 
31st October – 3rd November 

We are now ready to recruit the hundreds of marshals we 
need for this years event , we see a particular need on Fri-
day daytime in north/mid wales and then in the Kirkby 
Stephen/Kendal area on Saturday afternoon/evening, but 
as we had nearly 1000 marshals in total last time we will 
find you all a job! 
As always your help is very much appreciated and we 
hope to find you some thing of interest to do in November 
So to register please visit  
www.craevents.eu/Events/rally_of ... /marshals/  
and we will then keep you informed over the next six 
months 
ROUTE OUTLINE/EVENT INFORMATION 
Following comments from competitors in 2012, the event 
will contain much less “on the move” plotting, a descriptive 
routebook for the link sections on the two evening runs and 
shorter days giving more time for socialising. However, the 
event’s traditional values will be maintained - namely to 
seek out the classic test venues, to drive the most scenic 
ro 
Getting the action underway, the traditional Thursday eve-
ning Prologue will be a 2-hour evening run around the 
lanes south of Chester, comprising a test and a few regu-
larities to allow crews to get into the swing of things.  
Next day, the rally starts in earnest (at 8am) as the route 
heads into the mountain roads and forests of North Wales 
for a day of scenic regularities and challenging special 
tests. Venues range from airfields and forest tracks to farm 
roads and a couple of kart circuits. Crossing back into Eng-
land, a short evening section - including a visit to one of the 
“Testers” favourite venues - takes crews to Stoke, where 
the first car is due in at shortly after 7pm. 
Another 8am start on Saturday sees the event head north 
via a series of tests and regularities across the Cheshire 
Plains to lunch at a fine fortified manor house, close to Pre-
ston. Then it is on into Lancashire and Cumbria to explore 
the scenic but testing roads of these traditional rally heart-
lands. The day concludes with a super evening road rally 
section before stopping for the night on the shores of Lake 
Windermere (first car due around 8pm). 
More classic sections follow on Sunday as the event traces 
a new route east across the Pennines into the Yorkshire 
Dales. A final brace of challenging tests and regularities in 
the Vale of York precedes the mid afternoon finish in the 
traditional spa town of Harrogate, where many an RAC 
Rally winner has been welcomed in the past by the cheer-
ing crowds.  
Early interest in the event is strong with many ROTT regu-
lars as well as event first-timers booking their place on the 
entry list. For more information, visit the CRA website: 
http://www.craevents.eu or contact Jeremy Dickson on 00 
44 (0)1656 740275 or email jeremy (at) craevents.eu. 

http://www.craevents.eu/Events/rally_of_the_tests/rally_of_the_tests_2013/marshals/
http://www.craevents.eu


www.retro-speed.co.uk 

RETRO-SPEED    
Classic car and classic motorsport magazine on-line. Daily 
updates and images from the world of historic motorsport, 
classic rally news, motor racing, hill climbs, car trials, clas-

sic car shows and major classic car  
and automobilia auctions.   

Mini Cooper Register 

Northumberland Borders Rally  
23rd November  

100 mile route  P&B Navigation.  
Mainly OS map 81 

Regs & further information from 
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk 

Doonhamer Classic 2013  
a round of the NESCRO Championship. 

September 22nd 
 kindly sponsored by Galloway Industrial. 

 

This year's route of approximately 85 miles will feature 
at least fifteen excellent non-damaging (classic car 
friendly) tests on Tar, Concrete and Gravel and for an 
entry fee of just £90, including breakfast lunch and din-
ner it's a great day out on the quiet scenic roads of 
beautiful South West Scotland. 
The start finish venue is just a few miles over the bor-
der from Gretna and only an hour or so from Glasgow 
and Edinburgh. The entry fee also includes free mem-
bership of the South of Scotland Car Club, no competi-
tion licences will be necessary and as there is a full 
tulip road book, maps are not really necessary. There 
will be no regularities and no tricky navigation.  

Regs : http://soscc.co.uk/v2/wp-content/
uploads/2013/05/Doonhamer-Regs-2013.pdf 

Vale of Clwyd Classic  
7th September 2013 

08.30 start from the Druid Inn, Llanferres , nr Mold 
3 Regs and 4 tests before coffee halt at Ruthin 
2 Regs and 5 tests before lunch at Cefn Village Hall 
1 Reg and 3 tests before tea stop at Afonwen 
1 reg to finish back at Druid Inn at 16.45 

Any competitors interested keep your eye on 

www.cvmc.org.uk  
Any of you night road rallyboys/girls fancy a go at this 
historic daytime stuff come and see what its all about I 
can guarantee you a great days fun, cars need to be 
pre 1981 and comply with historic road rally regs, main 
differences being , 70 profile tyres and no hydraulic 
handbrakes ( or at least they need to be disabled for 
the event) 
If want to chat about whats involved drop me a PM with 
a number and I will give you a bell 
Marshals are needed along the route and to help out on 
special tests if your interested then contact gareth wil-

liams at compsec@cvmc.org.uk 

Ross and District Motor Sports  
21st Ross Traders Historic Tour   

Saturday 20th July. 
The event will start in the heart of the Forest of Dean and 
will consist of about 12 tests totalling approximately 18 to 
20 miles on smooth gravel roads – with a little asphalt 
thrown in. There will be about 105 miles of regularity in an 
overall route of some 160 miles, before the finish at our 
own Clubhouse in Ross-on-Wye. 
The entry fee (£118) has been kept the same as last year 
for those who enter before 6th July, thereafter it steps up 
until entries close. Entries can be made electronically with 
the fee being sent by BACS, or you may enter by post in 
the traditional manner. 
Regulations and both entry forms are available on the 
homepage of our Club website http://
www.rossmotorsports.co.uk 

http://www.minisport.com/


Tel.   015242 - 62105 

Morecambe Car Club 

The Morecambe Rally 

27/28
th

 July 
The time is here again to present this challenging Rally 
which will be O.S. Map 97 c1.  
This years event will retain its usual Pre-Plot format for 
you to enjoy a good nights rally. Along the way in the 
usual Morecambe rally style there will be several chal-
lenging whites which are passable in a standard car but 
underbody shielding is strongly recommended also 
Chunky Tyres.  
The Whites may be over grown and made up of broken 
concrete, gravel, mud, long grass and/or cow crap. 
Large puddles and water splashes. So please come pre-
pared Drivers  
I look forward to receiving your entries and respectfully 
ask you can to let us know that you can bring a marshal 
to the event. 
These people are invaluable to making the event a suc-
cess for both organizers and competitors. 
Danny Cowell         Clerk of Course 

For Regs : email John Pinches at 
morecambecarclub1950@gmail.com 

SPONSORED BY 
The Station Pub Caton  

Caravan & Towing Services 
Mitchell’s Hotels & Inn’s 

Kick Energy Rally of Derbyshire  
6th / 7th July 2013 

Right then..... here we go again! 
The Kick Energy Rally of Derbyshire will now be run on 
the 6th / 7th of July, starting and finishing from Robin-
son, Chesterfield.  
100 miles, approx. 6 miles of unsurfaced "white" road. 
Petrol will be available near the start, after 50 miles and 
near the finish.  
The format remains unchanged, there will be no plot n 
bash navigation, just a short, sharp, well run event on 
map 119. 

Kirkby Lonsdale MC 

The Cars the Star 
Motor Show 

Sunday July 14th 
Heaves Hotel, A590, Levens 

10am onwards 

ANWCC  
Marshals Fire Training 

9 August 

Accrington Cricket Club 
Fire Training (Practical & Theory sessions). 
Please arrive 20 minutes before your session to Sign On  
- outdoor clothing for the weather conditions required  
NOT man-made if possible. 
Food available (pie & pea supper or vegetarian) from 
20:30. 
LIMITED TO 50 PLACES 

Please ensure you all apply by  
http://volunteersinmotorsport.co.uk/tinc?
key=nX0K3jBh&formname=csmafire 
For more information please contact      
Steve Johnson  
email: steve.johnson@csmaclub.org, 
 Telephone: 01254 392663 

Aintree Circuit Club 
Clubmans AutoSOLO on 
Sunday 7th July 2013 at 

Ormskirk 

To encourage Novice Entries  
To encourage Novice Entries, a special one day mem-
bership of Aintree Circuit Club is available for £1, which 
must be applied for with the event entry, if you are not a 
member of either the organising club, the invited club or 
a member of a non-recognised car or motor club. 
The event is open to fully elected members of the pro-
moting club, Knutsford & District Motor Club, and mem-
bers of non recognised Car Clubs.  

Full Details and registration form can be obtained 

from the Ormskirkmotorfest website. 

www.ormskirkmotorfest.com 

The Formula 1000 Club will hold a party to celebrate 10 
years of Formula 1000 and 5 years of Junior F1000 at 
Glan Y Gors kart track on Saturday 20th July. All past 
and present friends of F1000 are welcome to attend. A 
token charge of £10 per person will be made to help with 
the cost of a BBQ. There will be cars on display, videos 
to watch, music, good home baking and the usual great 
F1000 buzz. The evening will close with a professional 
fireworks display. It all begins from around lunch time 
and is intended to be family friendly. 

https://www.facebook.com/events/500612286661082/?ref=2
https://www.facebook.com/events/500612286661082/?ref=2
https://www.facebook.com/events/calendar/2013/August/9
http://www.ormskirkmotorfest.com/CampaignProcess.aspx?A=Link&VID=11859125&KID=45134&LID=136841&O=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ormskirkmotorfest.com%2fautosolo-event


Dave & Julie Harwood at  

Road & Stage Motorsport Ltd. 

Whitegate,  

White Lund Industrial Estate,  

Morecambe. 
Happy to help with all your  rally needs. 

Just call or Telephone,  

You are always welcome. 

Tel: 01524 844066 

www.rsmmotorsport.co.uk 

Stobart Rail Pendragon Stages  

22nd September 2013 
Eden Valley Motor Club, Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club 
& Northallerton Automobile Club will once again pro-
mote the Stobart Rail Pendragon Stages a National B 
status event on Sunday 22nd September 2013 
More details about this year’s event will appear  on 
the event website when available. 

www.pendragonstages.co.uk 

GREYSTOKE STAGES RALLY 

Sunday 14th July 
With the regulations now approved by the MSA the organis-
ing team, from the West Cumbria Motorsport Club, of this 
year’s P & R Benn Greystoke Stages Rally can release 
more information about the event for all considering coming 
along to what is turning out to be one the best forest single 
venue rallies in the calendar. 
The date for the 2013 rally is Sunday 14th July as usual at 
the Greystoke Forest complex near Penrith in Cumbria. 
Once again the organisers are grateful to Malcolm Wilson 
and M Sport for the use of the forest for the day.  
As last year the event will have a maximum entry of 55 cars 
and with entries being in high demand already competitors 
are advised to submit their entries as soon as the regula-
tions and entry forms are posted on the event website 
(http://www.greystokestages.co.uk) in early April. 
This year a new link has been set up on the website to the 
event Facebook page where additional snippets on informa-
tion will also be posted. 
The 2013 entry fee will be £320 for 37 top quality stage 
miles this representing only a small increase on 2012 fee 
with the organisers facing some increased costs that cannot 
be avoided. However without the wonderful support of the 
various event sponsors it is likely entry fees would have to 
be higher. Backing the 2013 are rally are main sponsor P & 
R Benn of Cockermouth, High Hill Garage in Keswick lend 
their support again alongside AS Design Cumbria, The Hun-
dith Hill Hotel and Goodfellows Tyres all West Cumbrian 
businesses that the organising team are most grateful to. 
As always spectators are most welcome but the organisers 
must ask that they follow the prescribed routes to the venue 
which will also appear on the website and that they only 
park in the free car parking facilities that are provided. No 
cars should be parked on the roadside especially areas that 
will be taped off and signposted accordingly on the day. 

West Cumbria Motorsport Club 

P & R Benn  

Blasting Magic Turnbull Trophy,  
Albemarle  -   July 7th  

Northumberland  Tynemouth motor club are again running 
the Turnbull Trophy on the airfield at Albemarle (Ouston). 
This year we are pleased to announce the event is spon-
sored by local company Blasting Magic. The date for your 
diaries is Sunday 7th July.  
After initial route check recently there will be just under 80 
stage miles spread over 8 stages. The regs are being com-
piled and will be available in early to mid May.  

The John Robson Road Rally 
& The Hexham Historic Rally,  

November 2nd 
the NorthEast's ( And possibly the counties) last re-
maining road rally will run this year on November 2nd 
and will feature a 100 mile route over some classic 
lanes in Northumberland. Starting and Finishing in 
Chollerford where rally headquarters will be the local 
village hall, the all asphalt route will go over some old 
favourites on maps 80, 81 and 87. With a friendly or-
ganising team and a great format the rally includes 
pre- rally refreshment and the famous Hexham 
"Apres Rally" buffet for a remarkably low entry fee of 
under £50. 

Bala and District Motor Club  
Gareth Hall Memorial Rally 14th July  

The event will again run as the only event on Trawsfynydd 
Ranges this year. Approx 22 miles over 12 stages in 3 loops 
of 4 stages 
Regulations for both events will be on the club website; 
www.balamotorclub.co.uk from the 28th of May. 
As well as competitors, both events require a significant 
number of marshals, and if you can help with one or both of 
the events we would be grateful to hear from you. 

http://www.pendragonstages.co.uk/
http://www.greystokestages.co.uk
http://www.balamotorclub.co.uk
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The intention is to publish this EMag 
on the last day of each month.  

It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates  
for them to their Club Members as they wish.   

Deadline for copy for the August edition 
is Monday 29th July which is due out on   

Wednesday 31st July 2013 
PLEASE  Email Reports etc. to  

Maurice Ellison at :     sd34news@gmail.com 
NB : The Editorial team  reserves the right to do their job as  
Editors and may  amend articles  and reports as they see fit 

2300 Club  
Mullard Trophy Rally  
14th September 2013. 

Navigational Road Rally  
Start:10:00am Bay Horse Pub, Skipton 
Finish: 17:00 (approx) Bay Horse Pub, Skipton 
Maps reqd: OS sheets 97-98-102-103-104 

 Between 120 & 150 miles 
More Information available at 

www.2300club.org 

To register interest in this, please send an email to: 

Ian Grindrod   :  iang@2300club.org 

Regs : www.warringtondmc.org 

mailto:Ian%20Grindrod%20%20%20:%20%20iang@2300club.org%3e
https://plus.google.com/112226764093479994479/about?gl=uk&hl=en

